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The benefits of best-in-class people management are indisput-
able, yet companies struggle to translate their ambitions for their 

HR practices into concrete actions. For this year’s Creating People 
Advantage report, The Boston Consulting Group, in partnership with 
the European Association for People Management (EAPM), used an 
ꢀmpꢁrꢁꢂꢃꢄ ꢃpprꢅꢃꢂꢆ ꢇꢅ quꢃꢈꢇꢁꢉy ꢇꢆꢀ dꢁffꢀrꢀꢈꢂꢀꢊ ꢋꢀꢇwꢀꢀꢈ ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ 
with high capabilities in managing people and those with low capa-
ꢋꢁꢄꢁꢇꢁꢀꢊ. Iꢈ ꢇꢆꢁꢊ wꢃy, wꢀ ꢁdꢀꢈꢇꢁfiꢀd ꢊpꢀꢂꢁfiꢂ prꢃꢂꢇꢁꢂꢀꢊ, ꢁꢈ ꢇꢀꢈ ꢋrꢅꢃd HR 
ꢇꢅpꢁꢂꢊ, ꢇꢆꢃꢇ ꢂꢃꢈ ꢄꢁꢌ ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ’ pꢀꢅpꢄꢀ mꢃꢈꢃgꢀmꢀꢈꢇ ꢇꢅ ꢃ ꢆꢁgꢆꢀr ꢄꢀvꢀꢄ. 
Tꢆꢀ rꢀpꢅrꢇ prꢀꢊꢀꢈꢇꢊ ꢇꢆꢀꢊꢀ ꢊpꢀꢂꢁfiꢂ prꢃꢂꢇꢁꢂꢀꢊ ꢁꢈ ꢉuꢄꢄ dꢀꢇꢃꢁꢄ, ꢃꢊ wꢀꢄꢄ ꢃꢊ 
ꢊꢅmꢀ ꢅvꢀrꢃꢄꢄ ꢇrꢀꢈdꢊ ꢇꢆꢃꢇ wꢀ ꢅꢋꢊꢀrvꢀd ꢃꢂrꢅꢊꢊ mꢅꢊꢇ pꢀꢅpꢄꢀ-mꢃꢈꢃgꢀ-
ment areas.

First, companies must align their HR strategy with the overall compa-
ꢈy ꢊꢇrꢃꢇꢀgy ꢃꢄꢅꢈg ꢇꢆꢀ ꢂꢅmpꢄꢀꢇꢀ HR vꢃꢄuꢀ ꢂꢆꢃꢁꢈ. Lꢅꢈg-ꢇꢀrm ꢊꢇrꢃꢇꢀgꢁꢂ 
workforce planning, recruiting, performance management, and em-
ployee development require a holistic approach and systematic invest-
ments. The gears that drive HR activities need to mesh effectively.

Second, companies should break down the silos and ensure that busi-
ness units and regions do not act on their own. Instead, they need 
clear governance and a structured HR model. Steering HR activities in 
a consistent manner across the complete organization calls for the 
proficient use of HR communications, including social media.

Furthermore, companies should continually monitor their HR activi-
ties and ground their decisions in objective data. They need to build 
predictive models on the basis of data that give an accurate picture of 
workforce supply and demand and that track HR KPIs. In this way, 
they can develop and channel their talent effectively and adjust their 
recruiting and training efforts to match business needs.

ꢆꢉꢁꢀꢉꢃꢁW
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ꢁUꢀꢆPꢁAꢄ ꢂꢀꢁꢄꢈs ꢃꢄ 
MAꢄAꢅꢃꢄꢅ PꢁꢆPꢇꢁ 
 

Since the ꢍꢎblication of Creating People 
Advantage 2012: Mastering HR Challenges 

in a Two-Speed World, the operating environ-
ment for European companies has grown 
even more challenging. Lingering economic 
uncertainty across Europe, the accelerated 
pace of business, globalization, and digitaliza-
ꢇꢁꢅꢈ ꢆꢃvꢀ ꢂrꢀꢃꢇꢀd ꢃ mꢅrꢀ dꢁffiꢂuꢄꢇ ꢃrꢀꢈꢃ ꢁꢈ 
wꢆꢁꢂꢆ ꢇꢅ ꢂꢅmpꢀꢇꢀ, ꢃꢈd ꢇꢆꢀ dꢁffiꢂuꢄꢇy ꢁꢊ 
compounded by growing talent shortages in 
kꢀy ꢃrꢀꢃꢊ. Imprꢅvꢀd pꢀꢅpꢄꢀ-mꢃꢈꢃgꢀmꢀꢈꢇ 
capabilities can help companies navigate 
ꢇꢆꢀꢊꢀ ꢂꢆꢃꢄꢄꢀꢈgꢀꢊ, yꢀꢇ ꢁꢇ ꢁꢊ ꢅꢌꢀꢈ dꢁffiꢂuꢄꢇ ꢇꢅ 
identify the concrete actions on which HR 
ꢄꢀꢃdꢀrꢊ ꢊꢆꢅuꢄd ꢉꢅꢂuꢊ ꢇꢆꢀꢁr ꢀffꢅrꢇꢊ.

The 2012 global report established a clear 
connection between high capabilities in man-
aging people and overall economic success. 
Building on that foundation, our aim for this 
report is to give HR leaders clear guidance by 
identifying actions with the greatest likeli-
hood of getting companies from good to great 
in people management. 

Data collected through an online survey gen-
erated 2,304 responses from executives in 34 
European countries, across a broad range of 
ꢁꢈduꢊꢇrꢁꢀꢊ. Iꢈ ꢃddꢁꢇꢁꢅꢈ, wꢀ ꢂꢅꢈduꢂꢇꢀd 37 ꢁꢈ-
depth interviews with HR executives from 
wꢀꢄꢄ-kꢈꢅwꢈ muꢄꢇꢁꢈꢃꢇꢁꢅꢈꢃꢄ ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ. Oꢈꢀ 
important change in the current survey is 
that we consolidated the 22 topics of the pre-
vious survey into 10 broader topics. This was 

done to concentrate on the most relevant HR 
ꢃrꢀꢃꢊ ꢃꢈd ꢃꢄꢄꢅw ꢉꢅr mꢅrꢀ ꢁꢈ-dꢀpꢇꢆ ꢃꢈꢃꢄyꢊꢁꢊ ꢁꢈ 
these areas. (For more about the methodolo-
gy, see Appendix I; for a list of the executives 
we interviewed, see Appendix II.)

ꢁuꢊꢋꢌꢍ’ꢎ ꢂꢋꢌ Pꢊꢏꢋꢊꢏꢐꢏꢍꢎ fꢋꢊ 2013
By asking respondents to rate their compa-
ny’s current capabilities across ten key HR 
ꢃꢈd pꢀꢅpꢄꢀ-mꢃꢈꢃgꢀmꢀꢈꢇ ꢇꢅpꢁꢂꢊ, ꢃꢄꢅꢈg wꢁꢇꢆ 
the future importance of those topics, we gen-
erated a prioritization matrix. (See Exhibit 1.) 

The three topics in the red zone—talent man-
agement and leadership; HR analytics; and en-
gagement, behavior, and culture management—
are those that should be the most urgent 
priorities for executives. Although executives 
gave those topics high ratings for future im-
portance, companies on average rate their 
current capabilities as being rather low. Also 
among the individual countries—as well as 
among the different industries—represented 
in our survey, these topics were consistently 
ranked among those with the highest need to 
act. (See Exhibit 2.) 

Current capabilities were rated lowest for HR 
communications and social media, diversity and 
generation management, and HR target operat-
ing model. These topics also received the low-
est ratings for future importance. In our opin-
ion, however, these topics, which are directly 
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Training and people 
development

HR communications
and social media

HR target
operating model

Sample size: 2,304

Medium
need

to act

Strong
need

to act

Medium 
need 
to act

Low 
need 
to act

Effort invested

HighLow

Talent 
management and 

leadership
Engagement, 
behavior, and culture 
management

HR analytics: 
strategic workforce 
planning and  
reporting

Performance 
management 
and rewards

Recruiting: branding, 
hiring, and onboarding

Labor costs, flexibility, 
and restructuring

Diversity and
generation

managementLow 

High 

Future
importance 

Low High 

Current capability 

Source: 2013 BCG/EAPM proprietary Web survey and analysis.
Note: ꢁverage values of countries were weighted according to the countries’ real Gꢋꢌ. 

Exhibit 1 | Respondenꢀs Idenꢀꢁfied Talenꢀ Managemenꢀ and Leadersꢂꢁp as ꢀꢂe Mosꢀ Crꢁꢀꢁcal HR 
Topꢁc; Tꢂey Devoꢀe ꢀꢂe Greaꢀesꢀ Efforꢀ ꢀo Traꢁnꢁng

Talent management and 
leadership
HR analytics: strategic work-
force planning and reporting
Engagement, behavior, and 
culture management
Performance management 
and rewards
HR communications and 
social media

HR target operating model

Training and people 
development

Labor costs, flexibility, and 
restructuring

Recruiting: branding, hiring, 
and onboarding

Diversity and generation 
management
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LowNational GDPHigh

Source: 2013 BCG/EAPM proprietary Web survey and analysis.
Note: The data are from countries with more than 20 respondents. Rankings are based on the combined values of future importance and current 
capabilities. The sorting of HR topics is based on overall rankings. DE = Germany, Uꢁ = United ꢁingdom, FR = France, IT = Italy, ES = Spain, RU = 
ꢈussia, ꢂꢆ = ꢂetherlands, Tꢈ = Turkey, Cꢅ = Switzerland, Sꢀ = Sweden, Bꢀ = Belgium, ꢁT = ꢁustria, ꢂꢊ = ꢂorway, ꢋK = ꢋenmark, ꢄꢀ =ꢄreland, Fꢄ = 
Finland, GR = Greece, PT = Portugal, RO = Romania, UA = Ukraine, HR = Croatia, SI = Slovakia, BG = Bulgaria, Mꢁ = Macedonia, and MT = Malta.

Exhibit 2 | Talenꢀ Managemenꢀ and Leadersꢂꢁp, Followed ꢃy HR Analyꢀꢁcs, Ranked Hꢁgꢂesꢀ ꢁn 
Mosꢀ Counꢀrꢁes
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related to important megatrends, should not 
be underestimated. This is especially true of 
diversity and generation management, which, 
given the aging European workforce and the 
dwindling labor supply, will play a crucial 
role in the future. 

ꢀꢍꢐuꢊꢑ ꢋꢑ ꢁffꢋꢊꢐ ꢃꢑꢒꢍꢎꢐꢍꢓ
We considered the current capability levels of 
the ten HR topics in relation to the effort in-
vꢀꢊꢇꢀd ꢁꢈ ꢇꢆꢀm—ꢇꢁmꢀ, mꢅꢈꢀy, ꢃꢈd ꢉuꢄꢄ-ꢇꢁmꢀ 
employees over the past three years. That al-
lowed us to assess how effective companies 
had been in their efforts to improve HR capa-
bilities. (See Exhibit 3.) Topics above the hori-
zontal line show higher ratings of capability 
than would be expected in view of the efforts 
invested in them over the past three years. 
Topics below the horizontal line, however, 
show a negative return on effort invested. Ca-
pabilities in these areas are lower than one 
would assume by looking at invested efforts: 
the investments did not lead to commensu-
rate improvements. 

In two topics, companies’ capabilities clearly 
exceed the effort invested in them: diversity 
and generation management and HR communi-
cations and social media. If companies invest 

effort in these topics, they seem to generate 
a marked improvement in capabilities. These 
findings should motivate companies to in-
crease their efforts in these areas.

By ꢂꢅꢈꢇrꢃꢊꢇ, ꢇꢆꢀ ꢄꢅwꢀꢊꢇ-ꢀꢉꢉꢁꢂꢁꢀꢈꢂy ꢇꢅpꢁꢂꢊ wꢀrꢀ 
talent management and leadership and perfor-
mance management and rewards. Current capa-
bilities in these areas do not reflect the effort 
that companies have invested in them.

That said, ceasing investment effort in these 
topics is not an option, especially since their 
future importance is very high. These topics 
are complex and oriented to the future, and it 
takes longer for efforts invested in them to 
lead to visible results. It is, therefore, critical 
ꢇꢆꢃꢇ ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ ꢃdꢅpꢇ ꢃ ꢄꢅꢈg-ꢇꢀrm vꢁꢀw. Tꢆꢁꢊ 
is especially true for talent management and 
leadership, the topic that is seen as the most 
important for the future and that has the low-
est return on effort invested.

Return on effort invested in HR topics

High
Future importance

Low

Capability in 
HR topic 
corresponds to 
effort invested

Higher 
capability than
effort invested

Lower 
capability than
effort invested

Diversity and generation 
management

HR communications 
and social mediaHR target 

operating 
model

Labor costs, 
flexibility, and 
restructuring

HR analytics: strategic workforce
planning and reporting

Performance management
and rewards

Training and 
people 
development

Talent 
management 

and leadership

Engagement, behavior,
and culture management

Recruiting: branding, 
hiring, and onboardingReturn

on effort
invested

Effort invested

HighLow

Source: 2013 BCG/EAPM proprietary Web survey and analysis.
Note: ꢁverage values of countries were weighted according to the countries’ real Gꢋꢌ; ꢂ = 2,304.

Exhibit 3 | Talenꢀ Managemenꢀ Is Seen as ꢀꢂe Mosꢀ Imporꢀanꢀ Fuꢀure HR Topꢁc, ꢃuꢀ Iꢀs Reꢀurn 
on Efforꢀ Invesꢀed Is Lowesꢀ
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ꢀꢆꢆꢂ CAUsꢁs ꢆF sUCCꢁss 
 

A ꢏeꢐ ꢑiffeꢒence in this year’s report is 
that on the basis of empirical analyses, 

we sought to identify the root causes of 
people management success among highly 
capable companies across all ten of the 
survey’s HR topics. In this discussion, the 
ꢇꢅpꢁꢂꢊ ꢃrꢀ ꢃrrꢃꢈgꢀd ꢋy ꢅrdꢀr ꢅꢉ ꢇꢆꢀ ꢁdꢀꢈꢇꢁfiꢀd 
need to act.

Within each topic, we asked survey respon-
dents who reported very high or very low cur-
rent capabilities for their company—which 
also correlated with a high versus low return 
on effort invested—to provide more specific 
answers about subcomponents of that topic. 
(For details about the methodology, see Ap-
pendix I.) The results—shown graphically for 
each topic in the following section—establish 
a clear demarcation between highly capable 
ꢃꢈd ꢄꢅw-ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢁꢄꢁꢇy ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ ꢃꢈd ꢆꢁgꢆꢄꢁgꢆꢇ 
the activities that most clearly differentiate 
these groups. These activities represent the 
most effective drivers of success: the process-
es and functions that HR leaders should fo-
cus on to trigger meaningful improvements in 
people management performance and to in-
crease their return on efforts invested. Exhib-
it 4 gives an overview of the most promising 
drivers of high capability in each of the ex-
amined sections. 

Fꢅr ꢀꢃꢂꢆ ꢅꢉ ꢇꢆꢀ ꢇꢀꢈ HR ꢃꢈd pꢀꢅpꢄꢀ-mꢃꢈ-
agement topics, we provide detailed de-
scriptions of the key differentiators be-

ꢇwꢀꢀꢈ ꢆꢁgꢆꢄy ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢄꢀ ꢃꢈd ꢄꢅw-ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢁꢄꢁꢇy 
companies.

ꢂꢔꢕꢍꢑꢐ Mꢔꢑꢔꢖꢍmꢍꢑꢐ ꢔꢑꢓ 
ꢇꢍꢔꢓꢍꢊꢎhꢏꢌ
Talent management and leadership activities 
are used to identify highly capable employ-
ees and develop them for more senior posi-
tions of greater responsibility. It is a key 
means by which companies improve reten-
tion and fill their leadership pipeline. This 
topic showed the highest need to act and 
also the lowest return on effort invested. In 
our examination of highly capable compa-
nies, we identified the actions that compa-
nies should take in order to increase their ca-
pabilities and the return on effort invested in 
this area. (See Exhibit 5.)

Break down the silos. When asked wheth-
ꢀr ꢇꢆꢀꢁr ꢇꢃꢄꢀꢈꢇ-ꢁdꢀꢈꢇꢁꢉꢁꢂꢃꢇꢁꢅꢈ prꢅꢂꢀꢊꢊꢀꢊ wꢀrꢀ 
ꢇrꢃꢈꢊpꢃrꢀꢈꢇ, ꢀꢉꢉꢁꢂꢁꢀꢈꢇ, ꢃꢈd ꢀꢈꢇꢀrprꢁꢊꢀ-wꢁdꢀ, 
respondents of highly capable companies 
showed an average degree of agreement of 
74 percent, compared with just 23 percent 
ꢃmꢅꢈg ꢄꢅw-ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢁꢄꢁꢇy ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ.1 Highly ca-
pable companies succeed in breaking down 
the silos of business units and locations, 
thereby enriching their talent and leadership 
pipelines. In this way, talented employees are 
not proprietary assets for individual manag-
ers; rather, these employees support the or-
ganization as a whole. In addition, everyone 
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HR measureHR topic

Usage by highly
capable versus low-

capability companies

Establish transparent, efficient, and enterprise-wide talent-
identification processes

Strategically plan talent and leadership needs on a long-term (more
than five-year) basis and by business unit, expertise, and location

Develop talent systematically through the right opportunities
and programs

Consistently apply leadership criteria in selection, promotion, and
reward processes

Talent management 
and leadership

3.3x

3.6x

3.0x

Define a clear process for measuring HR and workforce KPIs

Implement a demand model linked to such driving forces as
business strategy, productivity, and technology

Establish a systematic and regular process to update analyses and plans

HR analytics: strategic
workforce planning
and reporting

2.2x 

2.2x 

2.0x 

Invest significantly in developing company culture

Measure behavioral change and associated result improvement

Establish a management cascade process to define actions for
improving engagement

Engagement, behavior, 
and culture 
management

2.3x
2.4x

2.2x

Define clear performance criteria for each job function

Consistently apply performance criteria in the feedback and
promotion process

Establish a compensation and benefits policy that fosters the
right results and behavior

Performance 
management and 
rewards

3.4x

3.3x

2.6x

Define a clear and integrated HR communications and social-media strategy

Foster effective monitoring of the company’s social-media presence

Provide dedicated employees responsible for social-media activities

HR communications 
and social media

3.7x

2.8x
2.8x

Foster the business’s acceptance of HR business partners as strategic
sparring partners for all people-related topics

Foster delivery of high-quality service by bundling HR expertise

Create an effective balance of localized and globalized HR roles
and responsibilities

HR target operating 
model

2.3x

2.2x

2.5x

Invest systematically in building senior employees’ capabilities

Systematically apply cross-cultural team-building activities and
cultural-awareness trainings in diverse teams

Establish processes that encourage junior employees to share their opinions

Diversity and 
generation 
management

1.9x

1.9x

1.6x

Use learning and development activities for insights regarding
strategy development

Foster the commitment of senior management to learning and development

Establish a clear link between business strategy and learning 
and development

Training and people 
development

2.6x

2.0x

2.0x

Define the recruiting strategy for different candidate pools, entry levels,
and channels

Develop an employer value proposition systematically on the basis
of a thorough analysis

Establish a systematic process for cultural onboarding of new hires 

Recruiting: branding,
hiring, and onboarding

2.5x

2.4x

2.2x

Strive for transparency on workforce supply and demand

Maintain flexibility in the workforce by implementing tools and methods
Labor costs, flexibility, 
and restructuring

1.9x

2.0x

2.2x 

Source: BCG analysis.
Note: For each HR measure, we divided the average usage among the highly capable subset by the average usage among the low-capability subset. 
For example, average usage values of 74.ꢑ percent and 22.9 percent for the top ꢅꢈ measure result in the displayed multiple of 3.3. ꢅighly capable 
companies had a maximum capability rating of ꢑ for each respective ꢅꢈ topic; for low-capability companies, the rating of future importance was at 
least three points higher (on a scale of 1 to ꢑ) than the value of capability. ꢅꢈ topics were sorted according to average need to act. Companies all 
have more than ꢑ0 employees.

Exhibit 4 | Tꢂꢁrꢀy People-Managemenꢀ Measures Tꢂaꢀ Make ꢀꢂe Dꢁfference
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should have a fair shot at rising to leadership 
roles, and the evaluation and decision proc-
esses should be perceived as transparent and 
unbiased.

“Tꢇꢈꢉꢊꢋ ꢌꢍꢉꢎ ꢊꢍꢋ ꢏꢉꢈꢍꢊꢐ ꢋꢍ ꢑꢊꢌꢑ-
ꢒꢑꢌꢓꢇꢈ ꢔꢇꢊꢇꢐꢉꢕꢎ ꢏꢓꢋ ꢋꢍ ꢋꢖꢉ ꢍꢕꢐꢇꢊ-
ꢑzꢇꢋꢑꢍꢊ ꢇꢎ ꢇ wꢖꢍꢈꢉ. By ꢕꢉꢇꢈꢑzꢑꢊꢐ 
ꢋꢖꢑꢎ ꢗꢍꢊꢗꢉꢘꢋ, wꢉ ꢖꢇꢒꢉ ꢏꢉꢉꢊ ꢇꢏꢈꢉ 
ꢋꢍ ꢍꢘꢋꢑꢔꢇꢈꢈy ꢇꢈꢈꢍꢗꢇꢋꢉ ꢇꢗꢕꢍꢎꢎ ꢋꢖꢉ 
ꢐꢕꢍꢓꢘ ꢇꢊꢌ ꢉꢊꢖꢇꢊꢗꢉ ꢋꢖꢉ ꢗꢇꢕꢉꢉꢕ 
ꢌꢉꢒꢉꢈꢍꢘꢔꢉꢊꢋ ꢍꢙ ꢍꢓꢕ ꢏꢉꢎꢋ ꢘꢉꢍꢘꢈꢉ, 
ꢏꢉꢗꢇꢓꢎꢉ ꢋꢖꢉy’ꢕꢉ ꢊꢍ ꢈꢍꢊꢐꢉꢕ ꢈꢑꢔꢑꢋꢉꢌ 
ꢋꢍ ꢇ ꢘꢇꢕꢋꢑꢗꢓꢈꢇꢕ ꢎꢑꢈꢍ.” 
Jean-Claude Le Grand, director of 
International HR Development at 
L’Oréal

Plan your talent for the long term and invest. 
About 60 to 80 percent of a company’s 
leaders are typically promoted from within, 
and, in general, it takes 10 to 12 years for 

ꢇꢃꢄꢀꢈꢇ ꢇꢅ rꢁꢊꢀ ꢇꢅ ꢇꢅp-ꢄꢀꢃdꢀrꢊꢆꢁp pꢅꢊꢁꢇꢁꢅꢈꢊ. 
Because of this long development process, it 
is key to strategically plan talent and leader-
ꢊꢆꢁp ꢈꢀꢀdꢊ ꢅꢈ ꢃ ꢄꢅꢈg-ꢇꢀrm ꢋꢃꢊꢁꢊ ꢁꢈꢊꢇꢀꢃd ꢅꢉ 
ꢊꢁmpꢄy rꢀꢃꢂꢇꢁꢈg ꢇꢅ ꢃd ꢆꢅꢂ ꢊꢆꢅrꢇ-ꢇꢀrm ꢇrꢀꢈdꢊ. 
Highly capable companies have predictive 
models in place for planning for their talent 
needs at least five years into the future—by 
business unit, expertise, and location. This 
allows them to manage their talent proac-
tively and, for example, to modulate the 
career pace of certain employees to prevent 
temporary oversupplies or talent gaps. As 
Société Générale’s approach makes clear, 
planning for the long term also implies 
maintaining talent development programs 
in times of crisis. (See the sidebar “Société 
Générale Succeeds in Retaining Talent 
While Undergoing a Major Transformation 
Process.”)

Make talent, not war. Bꢀꢊꢇ-prꢃꢂꢇꢁꢂꢀ ꢂꢅmpꢃ-
nies analyze the experiences that a future 
leader requires in order to succeed, and they 
systematically develop their talent by 
offering the right trainings, opportunities, 
and programs. By motivating talented 
ꢀmpꢄꢅyꢀꢀꢊ ꢇꢅ mꢁgrꢃꢇꢀ ꢇꢅ ꢊꢇrꢃꢇꢀgꢁꢂ, ꢆꢁgꢆ-
growth zones (for example, through rotation 
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Our talent-identification processes are transparent, efficient, and 
enterprise-wide

Talent management
and leadership

We strategically plan our talent and leadership needs on a long-term (more
than five-year) basis, as well as by business unit, expertise, and location

We develop talent systematically through the right opportunities
and programs

Our leadership criteria are consistently applied in selection, 
promotion, and reward processes

We have reviewed and redesigned our leadership model within the 
past five years

We have specific processes for developing and engaging middle 
managers

Our leaders are rewarded for their people-development efforts
and results

39

34

39

40

49

49

52

Low-capability companies Highly capable companies

Degree of agreement of highly capable
versus low-capability companies (%)

Source: 2013 BCG/EAPM proprietary Web survey and analysis.
Note: We define highly capable companies as those with a self-reported capability score of ꢑ in this ꢅꢈ topic. We define low-capability companies 
as those with a self-reported score of future importance that is at least three points higher than the self-reported score of current capability. Both 
scales range from 1 to ꢑ. ꢁll companies have more than ꢑ0 employees. ꢋegree of agreement (from 1 for “disagree” to ꢑ for “agree”) has been 
turned into a percentage value by linear transformation. ꢅighly capable companies n = 94; low-capability companies n = 2ꢑ8; total ꢂ = 2,304.

Exhibit 5 | Rooꢀ Causes of Success ꢁn Talenꢀ Managemenꢀ and Leadersꢂꢁp
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Société Générale, a French multinational 
banking and financial-services company, 
successfully managed to keep and develop 
its talent throughout a workforce reorgani-
zation. As a result of the global financial 
crisis, the company had experienced 
significant turbulence dating back to 2007, 
and it needed to reduce its cost base and 
simplify the organization to become more 
agile and adaptive. Bank leaders proposed 
a vast transformation program that would 
reorganize its operations in all divisions 
worldwide.

The reorganization forced the bank to 
reduce the total number of employees, and, 
working in conjunction with the strong 
French labor unions, it agreed on a new 
social contract, which among other 
measures, included a voluntary process for 
layoffs. At the same time, the bank’s 
leadership insisted on continuing to 
develop internal talent and preventing the 
lꢀꢂꢂ ꢀꢅ kꢁy ꢁmplꢀyꢁꢁꢂ. 

The strategy built on robust talent proc-
esses that Société Générale had put in 
plꢆꢇꢁ ꢃꢈ 2009.1 Among other improve-
ments, there was a highly efficient talent-
cycle process that included regular 
performance reviews, succession plans, 
and mobility management. The company 
also established a standard talent-gover-
nance model that it could apply in all 
rꢁꢉꢃꢀꢈꢂ. 

The high level of transparency associated 
with the talent pipeline and international 
standardization proved crucial when the 
bank had to reduce its workforce in 2012. 
In order to ensure that it would retain key 
ꢄꢆlꢁꢈꢄ, sꢀꢇꢃéꢄé géꢈérꢆlꢁ ꢂyꢂꢄꢁmꢆꢄꢃꢇꢆlly 
reviewed more than 3,000 key employees 
(high-potential employees and high 
pꢁrꢅꢀrmꢁrꢂ, rꢆꢈꢉꢃꢈꢉ ꢅrꢀm ꢁmꢁrꢉꢃꢈꢉ ꢄꢆlꢁꢈꢄ 
to prospective senior executives) out of a 
total workforce of more than 150,000. In 
doing this, the bank leadership demon-

strated that it still recognized talent and 
that Société Générale would remain an 
employer that offered promising career 
ꢀpꢄꢃꢀꢈꢂ.

Another important pillar of the talent 
strategy was a new “mobility campus,” 
which was staffed with former line manag-
ers and strong members of the HR func-
tion and which helped organize thousands 
of internal transfers efficiently. The mecha-
nism allowed the bank to triple the 
number of transfers in a short period of 
time, so employees could shiꢀ from 
divisions and areas with overcapacities to 
those with greater need. To support these 
employees, the mobility campus also 
trained them in the skills they would need 
in their new roles, helping them adapt 
quickly and further increasing the retention 
ꢀꢅ kꢁy ꢄꢆlꢁꢈꢄ.

These talent-management measures are 
still in place today, and as Société Gé-
nérale’s head of group HR, Edouard-Malo 
Henry, says, they “enable us to retain our 
best performers and prepare our future 
with high potentials, while running the 
necessary bank transformation.”

This simultaneous process of reducing the 
workforce and developing and retaining key 
talent is symptomatic of a broader shiꢀ 
that has unfolded over the past several 
years. While traditionally the primary focus 
of companies was to attract, retain, and 
motivate talent, today, in many cases, the 
challenge is to reduce and retain at the 
ꢂꢆmꢁ ꢄꢃmꢁ.2 

Nꢁꢂꢃꢄ
1. sꢁꢁ Creating People Advantage in Times of Crisis: How 
to Address HR Challenges in the Recession, Bcg rꢁpꢀrꢄ, 
March 2009.
2. sꢁꢁ Reduce and Retain: Adjusting Workforces for the 
New Reality, BCG article, December 2012.

SOCIꢅTꢅ GꢅNꢅRALE SꢆCCEEDS IN RETAINING TALENT 
WHILE ꢆNDERGOING A MAꢇOR TRANSFORMATION 
PRocess
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ꢃꢈd ꢁꢈꢇꢀrꢈꢃꢇꢁꢅꢈꢃꢄ-mꢅꢋꢁꢄꢁꢇy prꢅgrꢃmꢊ), 
companies can proactively develop their 
talent according to their needs instead of 
being forced to buy talent.2

Walk the talk through consistent leadership 
criteria. Highly capable companies have 
clearly defined leadership criteria that 
pervade the HR value chain. By systematical-
ly applying their leadership criteria in all 
selection, promotion, and reward processes, 
these companies give transparent guidance to 
their employees and make sure that the 
talent that best fits the company’s strategy 
makes it to the top.

Hꢀ Aꢑꢔꢕyꢐꢏcꢎ: sꢐꢊꢔꢐꢍꢖꢏc Wꢋꢊkfꢋꢊcꢍ 
Pꢕꢔꢑꢑꢏꢑꢖ ꢔꢑꢓ ꢀꢍꢌꢋꢊꢐꢏꢑꢖ
We define HR analytics as those activities 
that companies use to forecast workforce 
supply and demand and to track and report 

HR and workforce KPIs. Implicit in this ac-
tivity is the analysis of data to make predic-
tions, as well as the monitoring and improv-
ing of HR and people management 
processes.

Tꢆꢁꢊ ꢇꢅpꢁꢂ ꢊꢆꢅwꢀd ꢇꢆꢀ ꢊꢀꢂꢅꢈd-mꢅꢊꢇ-urgꢀꢈꢇ 
need to act, as well as a low return on ef-
fort invested. In digging deeper into the 
results, we identified the key actions that 
companies should take in order to increase 
their capabilities in HR analytics. (See Ex-
hibit 6.)

Build predictive models. Highly capable 
companies have a regular and clearly 
dꢀfiꢈꢀd prꢅꢂꢀꢊꢊ ꢉꢅr mꢀꢃꢊurꢁꢈg HR ꢃꢈd 
wꢅrkꢉꢅrꢂꢀ KPIꢊ (ꢇꢆꢀ dꢁffꢀrꢀꢈꢂꢀ ꢁꢈ ꢇꢆꢀ 
degree of agreement between highly 
ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢄꢀ ꢃꢈd ꢄꢅw-ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢁꢄꢁꢇy ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ wꢃꢊ 
38 percentage points), and they use this as 
the basis for building predictive models 
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We have a regular and clearly defined process for measuring HR
and workforce KPIs

HR analytics: strategic workforce
planning and reporting

We have a demand model that is linked to driving forces such as
business strategy, productivity, and technology

We have a systematic and regular process for updating analyses and plans

We derive initiatives and actions (for example, hiring, training, and
downsizing) on the basis of the results of workforce planning

HR and workforce KPI results that outperform targets are
systematically used to derive best practices

We use a systematic target-setting process for KPIs
(linked, for example, to medium-term planning and budgeting)

HR and workforce KPI results that fall below targets are
systematically translated into action plans

Our workforce supply modeling has a long-term (more than five-year) horizon

We measure the value added to the business by human capital
(that is, value added per person)

We have a consistent job-family structure across the entire organization

HR and workforce KPI results are discussed by the corporate board

Low-capability companies Highly capable companies

Degree of agreement of highly capable
versus low-capability companies (%)
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25

23

Source: 2013 BCG/EAPM proprietary Web survey and analysis.
Note: We define highly capable companies as those with a self-reported capability score of ꢑ in this ꢅꢈ topic. We define low-capability companies 
as those with a self-reported score of future importance that is at least three points higher than the self-reported score of current capability. Both 
scales range from 1 to ꢑ. ꢁll companies have more than ꢑ0 employees. ꢋegree of agreement (from 1 for “disagree” to ꢑ for “agree”) has been 
turned into a percentage value by linear transformation. ꢅighly capable companies n = 132; low-capability companies n = 161; total ꢂ = 2,304.

Exhibit 6 | Rooꢀ Causes of Success ꢁn HR Analyꢀꢁcs
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regarding workforce engagement, perfor-
mance, and behaviors. Using data to 
establish predictive models gives a quanti-
tative foundation to decisions along the 
complete HR value chain—from selecting 
the most promising candidates in the 
recruiting process to predicting attrition 
and identifying the characteristics of 
successful leaders. Furthermore, the regular 
collection of HR data helps a company spot 
issues that need to be addressed and to 
quantify the success of people manage-
ment initiatives.

“ꢀꢊ ꢋꢖꢉ ꢘꢇꢎꢋ, HR ꢌꢉꢗꢑꢎꢑꢍꢊꢎ wꢉꢕꢉ 
ꢍꢙꢋꢉꢊ ꢌꢕꢑꢒꢉꢊ ꢏy ꢗꢍꢊꢒꢉꢊꢋꢑꢍꢊꢇꢈ 
wꢑꢎꢌꢍꢔ, ꢏꢓꢋ wꢑꢋꢖꢍꢓꢋ ꢈꢑꢊkꢎ ꢋꢍ ꢖꢇꢕꢌ 
ꢙꢇꢗꢋꢎ. ꢀꢊ ꢋꢍꢌꢇy’ꢎ ꢊꢉw ꢉꢊꢒꢑꢕꢍꢊ-
ꢔꢉꢊꢋ, wꢉ ꢇꢕꢉ ꢇꢈꢕꢉꢇꢌy ꢑꢔꢘꢕꢍꢒꢑꢊꢐ 
ꢍꢓꢕ ꢇꢊꢇꢈyꢋꢑꢗꢎ ꢋꢍ ꢎꢋꢓꢌy, ꢘꢈꢇꢊ, ꢇꢊꢌ 
ꢔꢍꢊꢑꢋꢍꢕ wꢍꢕkꢙꢍꢕꢗꢉ ꢌyꢊꢇꢔꢑꢗꢎ, 
ꢑꢊꢗꢈꢓꢌꢑꢊꢐ ꢎꢋꢕꢇꢋꢉꢐꢑꢗ wꢍꢕkꢙꢍꢕꢗꢉ 
ꢘꢈꢇꢊꢊꢑꢊꢐ. ꢀꢊ ꢇꢌꢌꢑꢋꢑꢍꢊ, ꢇꢊꢇꢈyꢋ-
ꢑꢗꢎ wꢑꢈꢈ ꢖꢉꢈꢘ ꢓꢎ ꢑꢊꢋꢉꢕꢊꢇꢈꢈy ꢎꢉꢈꢈ ꢇꢈꢈ 
ꢘꢕꢍꢘꢍꢎꢉꢌ HR ꢇꢗꢋꢑꢍꢊꢎ, ꢎꢓꢗꢖ ꢇꢎ 
ꢑꢊꢒꢉꢎꢋꢔꢉꢊꢋ ꢊꢉꢉꢌꢎ, ꢈꢉꢇꢕꢊꢑꢊꢐ ꢌꢉꢒꢉꢈ-
ꢍꢘꢔꢉꢊꢋ, ꢇꢊꢌ ꢖꢑꢕꢑꢊꢐ ꢘꢈꢇꢊꢎ.” 
Paolo Cornetta, group head of HR, 
UniCredit

Accurately assess job demand. Bꢀꢊꢇ-prꢃꢂꢇꢁꢂꢀ 
companies have a demand model linked to 
their business strategy that enables them to 
prꢀdꢁꢂꢇ jꢅꢋ prꢅfiꢄꢀꢊ ꢇꢆꢃꢇ wꢁꢄꢄ ꢋꢀ ꢈꢀꢀdꢀd ꢋy 
business unit and location. By using strate-
gꢁꢂ-wꢅrkꢉꢅrꢂꢀ-pꢄꢃꢈꢈꢁꢈg ꢇꢅꢅꢄꢊ ꢇꢆꢃꢇ ꢀꢈꢃꢋꢄꢀ 
companies to compare workforce supply 
with demand, HR can anticipate future 
shortages and surpluses and mitigate their 
impact on the company through proactive 
measures (such as increased recruiting 
ꢀffꢅrꢇꢊ). Tꢅ ꢁꢈꢇꢀgrꢃꢇꢀ wꢅrkꢉꢅrꢂꢀ pꢄꢃꢈꢈꢁꢈg 
wꢁꢇꢆ ꢇꢆꢀ ꢂꢅrpꢅrꢃꢇꢀ ꢊꢇrꢃꢇꢀgy ꢃꢈd fiꢈꢃꢈꢂꢀ, HR 
employees should work closely with line 
managers. As Syngenta demonstrates, 
strategic workforce planning can also lead to 

revamping the overall business strategy.  
(See the sidebar “Syngenta Uses Strategic 
Workforce Planning as a Strategic Tool to 
Suppꢅrꢇ Iꢇꢊ Grꢅwꢇꢆ Prꢅfiꢄꢀ.”)

 
“Oꢒꢉꢕ ꢋꢖꢉ ꢘꢇꢎꢋ ꢙꢍꢓꢕ yꢉꢇꢕꢎ, wꢉ 
ꢖꢇꢒꢉ ꢌꢉꢒꢉꢈꢍꢘꢉꢌ ꢇ ꢔꢓꢗꢖ ꢔꢍꢕꢉ 
qꢓꢇꢊꢋꢑꢋꢇꢋꢑꢒꢉ ꢇꢊꢌ ꢎꢗꢑꢉꢊꢋꢑꢙꢑꢗ ꢇꢘ-
ꢘꢕꢍꢇꢗꢖ ꢋꢍ ꢔꢇꢘꢘꢑꢊꢐ ꢇꢒꢇꢑꢈꢇꢏꢈꢉ 
ꢑꢊꢋꢉꢕꢊꢇꢈ ꢇꢊꢌ ꢉꢚꢋꢉꢕꢊꢇꢈ ꢋꢇꢈꢉꢊꢋ, ꢇꢊꢌ 
ꢗꢍꢔꢘꢇꢕꢑꢊꢐ ꢋꢖꢑꢎ ꢋꢍ ꢙꢓꢋꢓꢕꢉ ꢊꢉꢉꢌꢎ ꢏy 
jꢍꢏ ꢙꢓꢊꢗꢋꢑꢍꢊ ꢇꢊꢌ ꢗꢇꢘꢇꢏꢑꢈꢑꢋy.” 
Hugo Bague, group executive, organi-
zational resources, Rio Tinto

ꢋon’t do it only once—update it. Highly 
capable companies have a systematic and 
regular process for updating their HR and 
workforce analyses and plans. When they 
measure KPIs, companies need to make 
sure that they are still in line with the 
company’s strategy. This assessment should 
be done on a regular basis. The same is true 
for predictive models: to improve the 
precision of predictions, the models should 
be updated regularly with the newest 
available data.

ꢁꢑꢖꢔꢖꢍmꢍꢑꢐ, Bꢍhꢔꢒꢏꢋꢊ, ꢔꢑꢓ 
Cuꢕꢐuꢊꢍ Mꢔꢑꢔꢖꢍmꢍꢑꢐ
Engagement, behavior, and culture manage-
ment includes the degree to which the or-
gꢃꢈꢁzꢃꢇꢁꢅꢈ ꢂꢃꢈ ꢀꢊꢇꢃꢋꢄꢁꢊꢆ ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈy-ꢊpꢀꢂꢁꢉꢁꢂ 
norms and behaviors for employees, engage 
and retain them, and give them the sense 
that they are contributing to something 
meaningful. 

With high ratings of future importance and 
only moderate current capabilities, this topic 
also shows a high need to act. We identified 
several key activities for companies that 
want to improve their capabilities in engage-
ment, behavior, and culture management and 
to increase their return on effort invested. 
(See Exhibit 7.)
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Syngenta, a large global Swiss chemical 
company that manufactures seeds and 
pesticides, launched a plan to increase its 
sales from $14 billion in 2012 to $25 billion 
in 2020. Achieving that growth would 
require an increase in staff, and Syngenta 
needed to accurately forecast the future 
demand and supply of employees, espe-
cially for key roles. It turned to strategic 
workforce planning. 

The approach entails not only identifying 
the gaps in future demand and supply but 
also defining initiatives that can close 
those gaps. To start, the company ran two 
pilot tests on units with particularly rare 
job profiles. For these pilot areas, Syngenta 
analyzed both supply and demand for key 
positions, and then it performed a gap 
analysis by comparing the two. The model 
focused on more than merely adding 
employees in a linear relationship to sales. 
In fact, Syngenta held brainstorming 
sessions to challenge the forecast work-
force demand and to determine whether 
there were other means of achieving the 

planned increase in sales. To generate new 
ideas, business units were asked to 
respond to hypothetical scenarios—for 
example, what they would need to do to hit 
the goals with no increase in staff size. 

This innovative approach inspired open 
discussions and led to new ideas on how 
forecast capacity requirements could be 
reduced. ꢆltimately, in both pilot units, 
leaders identified specific measures with 
the potential impact of reducing employee 
demand growth by more than 50 percent. 
In this way, the people strategy challenged 
and ultimately changed the business 
ꢂꢄrꢆꢄꢁꢉy.

In order to spread this impact across all 
business units on a long-term basis and for 
all business units, Syngenta’s leadership 
decided to install a global strategic-work-
force-planning team. The team’s objectives: 
ꢄꢀ ꢇꢀꢈꢄꢃꢈuꢆlly mꢀꢈꢃꢄꢀr ꢅuꢄurꢁ ꢁmplꢀyꢁꢁ 
demand and supply, provide a means to 
challenge business strategy, and inspire 
discussions on how to do things differently.

sꢊngenta Uses stRategic WoRꢋfoRce PLanning as 
a stRategic tooL to sUPPoRt its gRoWtH PRofiLe

60 80400 10020

We invest significantly in developing our company culture
(for example, performance orientation, teamwork, and agility)

Engagement, behavior,
and culture management

We measure behavioral change and associated result improvement

We have a management cascade process to define actions to
improve engagement

We invest significantly in corporate social responsibility
(this includes employee involvement)

We regularly assess employee engagement and seek to understand
employees’ needs and expectations regarding work

We invest significantly in improving employees’ work-life balance
(for example, flexible work arrangements)

Low-capability companies Highly capable companies

Degree of agreement of highly capable
versus low-capability companies (%)

45

38

37

35

34

26

Source: 2013 BCG/EAPM proprietary Web survey and analysis.
Note: We define highly capable companies as those with a self-reported capability score of ꢑ in this ꢅꢈ topic. We define low-capability companies 
as those with a self-reported score of future importance that is at least three points higher than the self-reported score of current capability. Both 
scales range from 1 to ꢑ. ꢁll companies have more than ꢑ0 employees. ꢋegree of agreement (from 1 for “disagree” to ꢑ for “agree”) has been 
turned into a percentage value by linear transformation. ꢅighly capable companies n = 9ꢑ; low-capability companies n = 193; total ꢂ = 2,304.

Exhibit 7 | Rooꢀ Causes of Success ꢁn Engagemenꢀ, Beꢂavꢁor, and Culꢀure Managemenꢀ
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Be proactive in shaping your culture. Bꢀꢊꢇ-ꢁꢈ-
class companies realize that the right corpo-
rate culture does not simply grow organically. 
Instead of waiting to see whether employees’ 
behaviors might destroy value, they invest 
ꢊꢁgꢈꢁfiꢂꢃꢈꢇꢄy ꢁꢈ dꢀvꢀꢄꢅpꢁꢈg ꢇꢆꢀꢁr ꢂuꢄꢇurꢀ. (Sꢀꢀ 
the sidebar “A Pharma Company Changes the 
Culture at a Production Site.”) Although many 
leaders think that shaping the culture is main-
ꢄy ꢃ ꢂꢅmmuꢈꢁꢂꢃꢇꢁꢅꢈ ꢀffꢅrꢇ, ꢊuꢂꢂꢀꢊꢊ rꢀquꢁrꢀꢊ 
actively changing the environment in order 
ꢇꢅ ꢀmꢋꢀd ꢂuꢄꢇurꢃꢄ ꢊꢆꢁꢌꢊ ꢃꢈd mꢃkꢀ ꢋꢀꢆꢃvꢁꢅrꢊ 
stick.3 In many cases, this is a big investment 
and can mean transforming processes that 
have a strong impact on the company’s cul-
ture, such as budgetary oversight and control, 
strategic planning, capital expenditure con-
trols, and performance and career manage-
ment. And generally, it is the leaders them-
selves who must change their behavior. For 
example, a leader who wants to foster an en-
trepreneurial culture must not micromanage 
his employees.

Measure how much value your culture is 
creating. Highly capable companies have 
measurement tools in place that gauge the 
impact of culture initiatives and their influ-
ence on employee behavior. Leaders should 
implement systematic and recurring surveys 
with a very long reach (such as engagement 
and culture surveys) to assess how changes to 
the culture affect the bottom line and to iden-
tify negative trends. With the emergence of 
Wꢀꢋ-ꢋꢃꢊꢀd ꢊurvꢀyꢊ, ꢁꢇ ꢁꢊ muꢂꢆ ꢀꢃꢊꢁꢀr ꢇꢅ dꢅ 
this today than it was in the past.

Use a clearly defined management cascade. 
Bꢀꢊꢇ-ꢁꢈ-ꢂꢄꢃꢊꢊ ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ uꢊꢀ ꢃ mꢃꢈꢃgꢀmꢀꢈꢇ 
cascade process to improve engagement 
and steer their culture in the desired direc-
tion. Although senior managers need to be 
onboard and supportive of culture initia-
tives, they are too far removed from front-
line workers to succeed in delineating spe-
ꢂꢁfiꢂ ꢊꢇꢀpꢊ. Iꢇ ꢁꢊ ꢂruꢂꢁꢃꢄ ꢇꢆꢃꢇ mꢃꢈꢃgꢀmꢀꢈꢇ uꢊꢀ 
the right mix of communications channels, 
wꢆꢁꢂꢆ ꢊꢆꢅuꢄd ꢁꢈꢂꢄudꢀ ꢄꢀꢃdꢀr-ꢄꢀd ꢉꢃꢂꢀ-ꢇꢅ-
face discussions through organized manage-
ment cascades (extending down at least four 
ꢅr fivꢀ mꢃꢈꢃgꢀmꢀꢈꢇ ꢄꢀvꢀꢄꢊ). Furꢇꢆꢀrmꢅrꢀ, 
wꢆꢀꢈ ꢇꢆꢀy uꢈdꢀrgꢅ ꢂuꢄꢇurꢃꢄ-ꢂꢆꢃꢈgꢀ prꢅꢂ-
ꢀꢊꢊꢀꢊ, mꢃꢈy ꢊuꢂꢂꢀꢊꢊꢉuꢄ ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ uꢊꢀ ꢃ ꢂꢅ-
design, or “middle out,” approach to make 

sure that middle managers really care about 
the organization rather than that they are 
simply conveying the change. The middle 
managers can also adapt initiatives to local 
peculiarities.

“aꢙꢋꢉꢕ ꢋꢖꢉ ꢙꢍꢕꢔꢇꢋꢑꢍꢊ ꢍꢙ ꢍꢓꢕ ꢂꢓꢕꢍ-
ꢘꢉꢇꢊ-ꢈꢉꢒꢉꢈ ꢍꢕꢐꢇꢊꢑzꢇꢋꢑꢍꢊ ꢇꢊꢌ ꢎꢍꢔꢉ 
M&a ꢇꢗꢋꢑꢒꢑꢋy ꢑꢊ ꢋꢖꢉ Bꢇꢈkꢇꢊꢎ, wꢉ 
ꢙꢇꢗꢉꢌ ꢇ ꢗꢖꢇꢈꢈꢉꢊꢐꢉ ꢑꢊ ꢔꢇꢊꢇꢐꢑꢊꢐ 
ꢗꢓꢈꢋꢓꢕꢉꢎ. aꢋ ꢋꢖꢉ ꢂꢓꢕꢍꢘꢉꢇꢊ ꢈꢉꢒꢉꢈ, 
ꢍꢓꢕ ꢗꢓꢈꢋꢓꢕꢉ ꢙꢍꢗꢓꢎꢉꢌ ꢍꢊ ꢕꢉꢎꢓꢈꢋꢎ, 
wꢖꢑꢈꢉ ꢇꢋ ꢋꢖꢉ ꢈꢉꢒꢉꢈ ꢍꢙ ꢏꢓꢎꢑꢊꢉꢎꢎ 
ꢓꢊꢑꢋꢎ ꢇꢊꢌ ꢗꢍꢓꢊꢋꢕꢑꢉꢎ, ꢋꢖꢉ ꢍꢕꢐꢇꢊꢑzꢇ-
ꢋꢑꢍꢊꢎ ꢖꢇꢌ ꢋꢖꢉꢑꢕ ꢍwꢊ ꢒꢉꢕy ꢌꢑꢎꢋꢑꢊꢗꢋ 
ꢗꢓꢈꢋꢓꢕꢉꢎ. Oꢓꢕ ꢗꢖꢇꢈꢈꢉꢊꢐꢉ ꢑꢎ ꢋꢍ ꢙꢑꢊꢌ 
ꢋꢖꢉ ꢕꢑꢐꢖꢋ ꢏꢇꢈꢇꢊꢗꢉ ꢏꢉꢋwꢉꢉꢊ ꢂꢓꢕꢍ-
ꢘꢉꢇꢊ ꢐꢕꢍꢓꢘ ꢗꢓꢈꢋꢓꢕꢉ ꢇꢊꢌ ꢍꢘꢉꢕꢇꢋ-
ꢑꢊꢐ-ꢗꢍꢔꢘꢇꢊy ꢗꢓꢈꢋꢓꢕꢉ ꢑꢊ ꢉꢇꢗꢖ ꢈꢍꢗꢇꢈ 
ꢔꢇꢕkꢉꢋ.” 
Vassilis Stavrou, executive vice presi-
dent, human resources, organization 
development, and sustainability, 
Delhaize Europe

Pꢍꢊfꢋꢊmꢔꢑcꢍ Mꢔꢑꢔꢖꢍmꢍꢑꢐ 
ꢔꢑꢓ ꢀꢍwꢔꢊꢓꢎ
Performance management and rewards includes 
the assessment of how employees work, 
along with the effectiveness of incentives to 
improve performance. This involves activities 
such as monitoring employees’ performance, 
providing constructive and timely feedback, 
and using a compensation model that links 
rewards to key behaviors that the company 
seeks to foster. 

Although this topic received high ratings of 
future importance, the return on effort invest-
ed is very low. We identified the key aspects 
that companies should focus on in order to 
advance from good to great performance 
management. (See Exhibit 8.)
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Make expectations clear. Highly capable com-
panies have clearly defined performance cri-
teria for each job function and, thus, ensure 
that employees know what is expected of 
them. In order to spur behavior that is tru-

ly beneficial for the company, leaders must 
carefully analyze which KPIs really drive 
the company’s overall success and support 
its overarching strategy. The KPIs by which 
an employee is evaluated should be clear-

A long-established and successful pharma-
ceutical-production site recently was facing 
new competitive challenges and cost 
pressures. The senior leadership was 
concerned about the level of responsibility 
and accountability among employees, how 
well they followed through on plans, and 
their ability to work cross-functionally 
rather than in isolated silos. 

The senior leaders developed a blueprint 
for a new organization structure and 
recognized the need to make fundamental 
changes in the way things worked at the 
site. They chose to use what is commonly 
referred to as the ABC approach. The 
rationale underpinning this approach is 
that the behaviors (the Bs) you get are a 
result of the antecedents (the As) and 
consequences (the Cs). If you want differ-
ent behaviors, you have to change the 
context. The ABC methodology enables 
leaders to pinpoint high-impact behaviors 
(positive and negative) and either reinforce 
or change the context that leads to these 
behaviors. The approach was implemented 
in the following four phases:

Identifying the ꢁey Behavioral Issues. 
The process began with an analysis of key 
behavioral issues at the site, analysis of ex-
isting data (including employee surveys and 
the output of workshops and focus groups), 
and integration of this bottom-up insight 
with top-down insight from senior-leader 
interviews on the key behavioral challenges.

Understanding the Antecedents and 
Consequences. The team then conducted 
more in-depth analyses to identify the root 
causes of high-impact behaviors (both 
positive and negative) in a number of spe-
cific situations—for example, new-product 

introduction and the implementation of 
projects. Interviews and workshops with 
the employees involved helped uncover 
the antecedents and consequences that 
were driving both positive and negative 
behaviors. 

Designing Solutions and Developing 
Action Plans. Once the root causes were 
better understood, the challenge was how 
best to change the antecedents and 
consequences in order to get the desired 
behaviors. Through brainstorming sessions, 
interviews, and cross-functional workshops 
with employees and managers in key 
operational areas, the team identified 
concrete changes to implement. For 
example, one antecedent was to prioritize 
initiatives and ensure that all team 
members understood their roles and 
management’s expectations. And a 
meaningful consequence was peer recogni-
tion of accomplishments and constructive 
feedback.

Implementing the Changes. In the last 
step, the team prepared the action plans 
and began implementation. This included 
tightly defining role accountabilities and 
decision rights as part of the organization 
design work and implementing changes in 
the tracking and review of progress on key 
mꢁꢄrꢃꢇꢂ. 

Overall, the process strengthened account-
ability, improved prioritization, and in-
creased collaboration. It helped the site 
ensure that important organizational 
changes were accompanied by real change 
in the way people did things at the site. 
This was not just an exercise in moving 
boxes on an organization chart: it was a 
step change in the way the site operated. 

a PHaRꢌa coꢌPanꢊ cHanges tHe cULtURe at a 
PRODꢆCTION SITE
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ly measurable, and companies should limit 
them to a manageable number. (See the side-
ꢋꢃr “Hꢀꢈkꢀꢄ Rꢀꢋuꢁꢄdꢊ Iꢇꢊ Pꢀrꢉꢅrmꢃꢈꢂꢀ-Mꢃꢈ-
agement System Around Accountability and 
Gets Results.”) Moreover, performance criteria 
must be updated in line with changes to the 
strategy—otherwise compensation and ben-
efits might end up incentivizing yesterday’s 
target behaviors.

“Tꢖꢉ ꢏꢑꢐꢐꢉꢎꢋ ꢗꢖꢇꢈꢈꢉꢊꢐꢉ ꢑꢎ ꢋꢍ ꢉꢎ-
ꢋꢇꢏꢈꢑꢎꢖ ꢇ ꢌꢑꢙꢙꢉꢕꢉꢊꢋꢑꢇꢋꢉꢌ ꢘꢉꢕꢙꢍꢕ-
ꢔꢇꢊꢗꢉ-ꢉꢒꢇꢈꢓꢇꢋꢑꢍꢊ ꢘꢕꢍꢗꢉꢎꢎ ꢋꢖꢇꢋ 
ꢗꢈꢉꢇꢕꢈy ꢌꢑꢎꢋꢑꢊꢐꢓꢑꢎꢖꢉꢎ ꢏꢉꢋwꢉꢉꢊ ꢍꢓꢋ-
ꢎꢋꢇꢊꢌꢑꢊꢐ ꢇꢊꢌ wꢉꢇk ꢘꢉꢕꢙꢍꢕꢔꢇꢊꢗꢉ. 
Dꢑꢙꢙꢉꢕꢉꢊꢗꢉꢎ ꢑꢊ ꢘꢉꢕꢙꢍꢕꢔꢇꢊꢗꢉ ꢖꢇꢒꢉ 
ꢋꢍ ꢏꢉ ꢗꢍꢔꢔꢓꢊꢑꢗꢇꢋꢉꢌ ꢍꢘꢉꢊꢈy ꢇꢊꢌ 
ꢊꢉꢉꢌ ꢋꢍ ꢏꢉ ꢈꢑꢊkꢉꢌ ꢋꢍ ꢗꢈꢉꢇꢕ ꢗꢍꢊꢎꢉ-
qꢓꢉꢊꢗꢉꢎ.” 
Uwe Tigges, chief human resources 
officer, RWE

Build a meritocracy governed by consistent 
performance criteria. Highly capable compa-
nies apply consistent performance criteria in 
the feedback and promotion process, and they 
align performance metrics both vertically and 
horizontally across the organization. By 
transparently and consistently linking individ-
ual results to bonuses and individual employ-
ees’ careers, companies foster a sense of 
fairness, eliminate any perceptions of favorit-
ism and bias, and make sure employees know 
that good work will pay off.

Reward both results and behaviors. In the 
past, many organizations assessed results and 
behaviors separately. Employees with the 
right behaviors received promotions, while 
those who delivered results got bonuses. To-
dꢃy, ꢋꢀꢊꢇ-prꢃꢂꢇꢁꢂꢀ ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ ꢃrꢀ mꢅvꢁꢈg ꢇꢅ-
ward a more comprehensive system for meas-
uring performance, in which behaviors and 
results are linked to and rewarded through a 
transparent system of incentives. This holis-
tic approach is described by Ivana Bonnet, 
human resources director at Crédit Agricole 
CIB: “Iꢈ ꢇꢆꢀ ꢈꢀw ꢂꢅrpꢅrꢃꢇꢀ- ꢃꢈd ꢁꢈvꢀꢊꢇmꢀꢈꢇ-
banking context, we have to make sure that 
all business lines work together effectively to 

Every job function has clearly defined performance criteria

Performance
management and rewards

We consistently apply our performance criteria in the feedback
and promotion process

Our compensation and benefits policy fosters the right results
and behaviors

We ensure regular (at least yearly) performance reviews and
feedback for all employees

We ensure regular (at least yearly) performance reviews and
feedback for all employees in leadership positions

We use lateral-review forms (for example, peer-to-peer review)
to calibrate employee performance

Our nonmonetary offer (including, benefits and perquisites)
is competitive

Our monetary offer (including, pay, variable pay, and stock) is competitive

60 80400 10020Low-capability companies Highly capable companies

Degree of agreement of highly capable
versus low-capability companies (%)

61

46

42

35

45

40

32

57

Source: 2013 BCG/EAPM proprietary Web survey and analysis.
Note: We define highly capable companies as those with a self-reported capability score of ꢑ in this ꢅꢈ topic. We define low-capability companies 
as those with a self-reported score of future importance that is at least three points higher than the self-reported score of current capability. Both 
scales range from 1 to ꢑ. ꢁll companies have more than ꢑ0 employees. ꢋegree of agreement (from 1 for “disagree” to ꢑ for “agree”) has been 
turned into a percentage value by linear transformation. ꢅighly capable companies n = 108; low-capability companies n = 172; total ꢂ = 2,304.

Exhibit 8 | Rooꢀ Causes of Success ꢁn Performance Managemenꢀ and Rewards
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Henkel, a global manufacturing company 
based in Germany, recently conducted a 
major cultural shiꢀ to become a perfor-
mance-driven organization. With 47,000 
employees and a heritage that dates back 
to 1876, Henkel had grown quite solid by 
the middle of this century’s first decade, 
when it held the second or third spot in 
many product categories but lacked a 
strong competitive spirit.

In 2008, the board named Kasper Rorsted 
as its new CEO. He started by outlining a 
bold set of financial goals and restructuring 
the company. He also took steps to revamp 
the company’s culture, rewriting its values 
and vision statement to focus on excel-
lence and a strongly customer-oriented 
approach. To make these changes stick, 
however, Henkel would need a new perfor-
mance-management system.

At that point, the company’s performance-
management system was not sufficient to 
thrive in such a competitive environment. 
According to Rorsted, during the five-year 
period that ended in 2008, 95 percent of 
the company’s employees hit their indi-
vidual targets. However, during that period, 
the company did not hit its overall targets 
even once. Such dramatic gaps between 
individual and overall goals can be found at 
many companies. The company needed a 
new system with stronger management 
capabilities and increased individual 
accountability.

Henkel’s approach involved the introduc-
tion of a four-by-four grid by which the 
company’s 9,000 managers would be 
rated on their performance and future 
potential. The ratings would be assigned 
during collaborative roundtable sessions 
consisting of a group head, his or her 
direct reports, and a moderator from the 
HR department. Each manager’s perfor-
mance and potential was discussed for 
about ten minutes and was given a 
designation on the grid. Only a certain 

percentage of managers could be in each 
of the four performance categories—both 
within each operating unit and across the 
ꢇꢀmpꢆꢈy.

In this way, the new system imposed tough 
choices. The grid gave the company a way 
to compare the performance of managers 
across locations and business units and, 
thus, discover its most promising future 
leaders. Moreover, it introduced a means 
for identifying poor performers and offering 
them specific training to improve their 
performance. In that way, the system 
brought transparency to the way that 
managers were evaluated, helping them 
calibrate their own performance and 
motivating them to be accountable and 
improve over time.

The new, high-performance culture was 
reflected in a new reward system, which 
linked bonuses to the financial perfor-
mance of the overall company, team 
performance (that is, the manager’s 
business unit), and individual perfor-
mance. In previous years, bonus payouts 
had been linked to complex scorecards 
with numerous KPIs; today, the perfor-
mance on each of the three levels is 
measured with a maximum of three clearly 
defined KPIs.

As Kathrin Menges, executive vice presi-
dent, human resources, puts it, “The new 
performance-management system is an 
integral part of our corporate culture and 
the basis for the development of our 
employees. We believe that in highly 
competitive international marketplaces, 
the quality of our global team plays a 
decisive role. With clear and unequivocal 
feedback, rewards in recognition of indi-
vidual performance, and tailored develop-
ment plans, we want to ensure that our 
47,000 employees around the world are 
well prepared to take on the challenges 
they confront every day. In the end, it’s our 
people who make the difference.”

HENKEL REBꢆILDS ITS PERFORMANCEꢈMANAGEMENT 
SꢉSTEM AROꢆND ACCOꢆNTABILITꢉ AND GETS RESꢆLTS 
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ꢅpꢇꢁmꢁzꢀ ꢂꢄꢁꢀꢈꢇ ꢊꢀrvꢁꢂꢀ ꢃꢈd ꢃdꢅpꢇ mꢅrꢀ ꢄꢅꢈg-
ꢇꢀrm-ꢅrꢁꢀꢈꢇꢀd ꢋuꢊꢁꢈꢀꢊꢊ ꢋꢀꢆꢃvꢁꢅrꢊ. Tꢆꢀrꢀꢉꢅrꢀ, 
we base rewards around integrated holistic 
performance measures, which are grouped in-
to four clusters: business results, human capi-
ꢇꢃꢄ mꢃꢈꢃgꢀmꢀꢈꢇ, ꢂrꢅꢊꢊ-ꢋuꢊꢁꢈꢀꢊꢊ-uꢈꢁꢇ ꢂꢅꢄꢄꢃꢋꢅ-
ration, and corporate social responsibility.”

ꢆook beyond financial performance. Our 
results show that competitive monetary and 
nonmonetary offers have relatively little 
effect in differentiating highly capable and 
ꢄꢅw-ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢁꢄꢁꢇy ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ. Tꢆꢁꢊ rꢀꢊuꢄꢇ ꢁꢊ ꢁꢈ 
line with earlier BCG findings showing that 
employees generally look far beyond a mere 
compensation package and benefits. In our 
experience, employees are willing to forego a 
significant component of their salary if other 
aspects of the work experience are positive. 

Besides money and benefits, the “total offer” 
is being assessed according to the work 
environment, the job’s development opportu-
nities, and the employer’s reputation.

Hꢀ Cꢋmmuꢑꢏcꢔꢐꢏꢋꢑꢎ ꢔꢑꢓ 
sꢋcꢏꢔꢕ Mꢍꢓꢏꢔ
HR communications and social media includes 
activities aimed at consuming, sharing, and 
creating information and knowledge from 
within the HR department. Implicit in this 
category is the use of different communica-
tion channels, including digital media. 

On average, companies’ current capabilities 
in HR communications and social media were 
lower than for any of the other HR areas we 
analyzed. As Exhibit 9 shows, highly capable 

The new system has helped turn Henkel 
into a highly performance-driven company, 
and its financial results since the system 
was introduced have been very positive. 
Despite the harsh economic environment, 
from fiscal 2008 through 2012, Henkel’s 
total revenues grew by 17 percent, and its 

adjusted profit margin increased from 10.3 
pꢁrꢇꢁꢈꢄ ꢄꢀ 14.1 pꢁrꢇꢁꢈꢄ.1 

Nꢁꢂꢃ
1. Robert Simons and Natalie Kindred, “Henkel: 
Building a Winning Culture,” Harvard Business 
School Case 112-060, February 2012.

HENKEL REBꢆILDS ITS PERFORMANCEꢈMANAGEMENT 
SꢉSTEM AROꢆND ACCOꢆNTABILITꢉ AND GETS RESꢆLTS
(continued)

We have a clearly defined and integrated HR communications
and social-media strategy

HR communications
and social media

We monitor our social-media presence effectively

We have dedicated employees responsible for our social-media activities

We experiment with new and innovative forms of interaction
in social-media environments

We use social media effectively for internal communications and
knowledge dissemination (in, for example, virtual training rooms)

60 80400 10020Low-capability companies Highly capable companies

Degree of agreement of highly capable
versus low-capability companies (%)

51

49

48

45

44

Source: 2013 BCG/EAPM proprietary Web survey and analysis.
Note: We define highly capable companies as those with a self-reported capability score of ꢑ in this ꢅꢈ topic. We define low-capability companies 
as those with a self-reported score of future importance that is at least three points higher than the self-reported score of current capability. Both 
scales range from 1 to ꢑ. ꢁll companies have more than ꢑ0 employees. ꢋegree of agreement (from 1 for “disagree” to ꢑ for “agree”) has been 
turned into a percentage value by linear transformation. ꢅighly capable companies n = 47; low-capability companies n = 14ꢑ; total ꢂ = 2,304.

Exhibit 9 | Rooꢀ Causes of Success ꢁn HR Communꢁcaꢀꢁons and Socꢁal Medꢁa
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companies in this area focus on several activi-
ties. With the increase in digitalization and 
the entry of Generation Y into the job mar-
ket, these activities should be high priorities 
for companies—especially as our analysis of 
return on effort invested shows that such in-
vestments seem to pay off.

Be ahead of the social-media game. With 
the emergence of social media, companies 
have become fully transparent. Dozens of 
ꢊꢅꢂꢁꢃꢄ-mꢀdꢁꢃ ꢇꢅꢅꢄꢊ gꢁvꢀ ꢋꢅꢇꢆ ꢀmpꢄꢅyꢀꢀꢊ ꢃꢈd 
candidates a holistic means of assessing the 
ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈy—wꢁꢇꢆꢅuꢇ ꢂꢅꢈꢇrꢅꢄꢊ ꢅr ꢅvꢀrꢊꢁgꢆꢇ. Bꢀꢊꢇ-
ꢁꢈ-ꢂꢄꢃꢊꢊ ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ ꢃrꢀ prꢅꢃꢂꢇꢁvꢀ ꢃꢈd ꢆꢃvꢀ ꢃ 
clearly defined and integrated HR communica-
tions and social media strategy that is built on 
multimedia; leverages, for example, tradition-
ꢃꢄ Wꢀꢋ ꢂꢆꢃꢈꢈꢀꢄꢊ, ꢀ-mꢃꢁꢄ, ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈy ꢁꢈꢇrꢃꢈꢀꢇꢊ, 
and social networks; is consistent across these 
channels and also across different functions 
(for example, ensuring that client and em-
ployee communications are aligned); and is 
tailored to match the preferences of relevant 
target groups. (See the sidebar “How Social 
Media Can Improve Recruiting.”)

Take the pulse of the Web. By monitoring its 
ꢊꢅꢂꢁꢃꢄ-mꢀdꢁꢃ prꢀꢊꢀꢈꢂꢀ ꢃꢈd ꢃꢂꢇꢁvꢀꢄy ꢄꢁꢊꢇꢀꢈꢁꢈg ꢇꢅ 

what people are saying, a company can gain 
valuable and actionable insights. Companies 
should use these insights to assess current 
ꢊꢅꢂꢁꢃꢄ-mꢀdꢁꢃ ꢃꢂꢇꢁvꢁꢇꢁꢀꢊ ꢃꢈd, ꢁꢉ ꢈꢀꢂꢀꢊꢊꢃry, ꢇꢅ 
craft measures for improving their external 
image. A helpful tool is an employee Web 
survey that measures how much employees 
advocate and promote their company. This is a 
gꢅꢅd ꢁꢈdꢁꢂꢃꢇꢅr ꢉꢅr ꢇꢆꢀ ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈy’ꢊ ꢀ-rꢀpuꢇꢃꢇꢁꢅꢈ, 
and companies can improve results by linking 
managers’ compensation to the results. 

Integrate digital activators and social-me-
dia experts. Although many companies are 
ꢊꢇꢁꢄꢄ ꢊꢇruggꢄꢁꢈg ꢇꢅ uꢊꢀ ꢈꢀw mꢀdꢁꢃ prꢅfiꢂꢁꢀꢈꢇ-
ly, highly capable companies have dedicated 
ꢀmpꢄꢅyꢀꢀꢊ ꢉꢅr ꢊꢅꢂꢁꢃꢄ-mꢀdꢁꢃ ꢃꢂꢇꢁvꢁꢇꢁꢀꢊ. Tꢆꢀꢊꢀ 
employees can act as surveyors and digital 
ꢃꢂꢇꢁvꢃꢇꢅrꢊ. Tꢆꢀy mꢅꢈꢁꢇꢅr ꢃꢂꢇꢁvꢁꢇy ꢁꢈ ꢊꢅꢂꢁꢃꢄ-
media communities and channels and pro-
vide content to actively shape the company’s 
external image. Moreover, some companies 
have “digital activators,” who use social me-
dia to stimulate discussions and viral spread 
and to maintain strong ties with alumni. The 
precise impact of social media in business is 
still unfolding. However, one thing is clear: 
social media will only become more impor-
tant over time.

Given the growing importance of social 
media—not only for the younger genera-
tions but also for all other audiences—
companies need to actively address the 
capability gap shown in our survey. One of 
the areas in which social media already 
play a decisive role is recruiting. To become 
best-in-class, companies should use an 
integrated approach for external communi-
cations from HR, addressing all stages 
along their recruiting processes.

 • Employer Branding. ꢆse all media 
channels and platforms to create a 
comprehensive portrait of the company 
that resonates with a wide base of 
potential employees. Reach out to 
target candidates with campaigns on 
the company website, online job 
forums, and social networks.

 • Recruiting Strategy. Recruit through 
appropriate channels. ꢆse career 
networks to identify relevant candidate 
groups by applying filters that isolate 
specific functional expertise, qualifica-
tions, and regions.

 • Candidate Recruiting. Be sure that the 
ꢀꢈlꢃꢈꢁ ꢆpplꢃꢇꢆꢄꢃꢀꢈ prꢀꢇꢁꢂꢂ ꢃꢂ ꢆꢂ ꢂꢄrꢁꢆm-
lined as possible, making the most of 
online-screening tools, interview 
simulations, and online tests.

 • Onboarding. ꢆse both the company 
intranet and external social networks to 
help new employees get situated. 

HOW SOCIAL MEDIA CAN IMPROꢊE RECRꢆITING
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Hꢀ ꢂꢔꢊꢖꢍꢐ ꢆꢌꢍꢊꢔꢐꢏꢑꢖ Mꢋꢓꢍꢕ
The HR target operating model includes effec-
tive HR processes, organization, and gover-
nance, and positions HR as a strategic busi-
ness partner. On average, companies showed 
ꢄꢅw-ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢁꢄꢁꢇy rꢃꢇꢁꢈgꢊ rꢀgꢃrdꢁꢈg ꢇꢆꢀꢁr HR tar-
get operating model. Exhibit 10 shows what 
companies can do to improve. (See the side-
bar “E.ON Implements a New HR Target Op-
erating Model.”)

Make your HR a strong sparring partner of 
the company’s leaders. If HR is to link its 
processes effectively with the company’s 
overall strategy—and adapt the strategy to 
HR—HR leaders must be accepted by the 
business as strategic sparring partners for all 
pꢀꢅpꢄꢀ-rꢀꢄꢃꢇꢀd ꢇꢅpꢁꢂꢊ. Tꢆꢃꢇ ꢊꢃꢁd, HR ꢊꢇꢃꢉꢉ 
must understand that there is a balance. In 
some cases, ambitious HR executives consid-
er themselves change agents and start 
thinking strategically before they have built 
up sufficient credibility in the organization. 
Instead, they must build from a base of HR 
expertise and then apply that to strategic 
considerations. 

In fact, there are levels that HR profession-
als must work through before they can 
ꢃꢂꢆꢁꢀvꢀ ꢇꢆꢀ ꢇruꢀ ꢊꢇrꢃꢇꢀgꢁꢂ-pꢃrꢇꢈꢀr rꢅꢄꢀ. Tꢆꢀ 
first is making HR processes function 

smoothly and efficiently. The next is being 
a good partner to business units by helping 
managers evaluate the performance of 
their staff, transitioning poor performers 
out, promoting top performers, and train-
ing those in the middle. At that point, HR 
business partners will have built up a pro-
found understanding of the business and 
will be able to dedicate their time to busi-
ꢈꢀꢊꢊ-rꢀꢄꢃꢇꢀd ꢊꢇrꢃꢇꢀgꢁꢂ ꢇꢃꢊkꢊ. Aꢊ Kjꢀꢇꢁꢄ Krꢁꢊ-
tiansen, head of HR for the Norwegian 
holding company Aker ASA, put it, “A key 
objective for human resources is to under-
stand the business context and the real im-
plications for HR—and not run HR in isola-
tion from the business. That is crucial for 
success.”

Build critical-mass HR expertise instead of 
fragmenting it. In order to avoid a silo 
approach, HR has to bundle its expertise 
across multiple areas, such as talent, learn-
ing, and leadership. This requires strong 
collaboration and is usually more easily 
achieved with centers of expertise, which can 
ꢅꢉꢉꢀr ꢆꢁgꢆ-quꢃꢄꢁꢇy ꢊꢀrvꢁꢂꢀꢊ ꢃꢈd ꢂrꢀꢃꢇꢀ ꢂꢄꢀꢃr 
points of contact for company leaders and 
business units. 

Translating this theoretical HR model with 
HR business partners and centers of exper-

60 80400 10020

Our HR business partners are accepted by the business as strategic
sparring partners for all people-related topics

HR target
operating model

We deliver high-quality service by bundling our HR expertise
(for example, talent, learning, and leadership)

We have an effective balance of localized and globalized
HR roles and responsibilities

Our top HR representative is a member of the company’s
highest-level management committee

We have effectively bundled administrative HR processes into
shared-services centers to improve cost efficiency

Our HR information systems and e-HR platforms are systematically
adapted to our needs

Low-capability companies Highly capable companies

Degree of agreement of highly capable
versus low-capability companies (%)

46

43

42

37

31

30

Source: 2013 BCG/EAPM proprietary Web survey and analysis.
Note: We define highly capable companies as those with a self-reported capability score of ꢑ in this ꢅꢈ topic. We define low-capability companies 
as those with a self-reported score of future importance that is at least three points higher than the self-reported score of current capability. Both 
scales range from 1 to ꢑ. ꢁll companies have more than ꢑ0 employees. ꢋegree of agreement (from 1 for “disagree” to ꢑ for “agree”) has been 
turned into a percentage value by linear transformation. ꢅighly capable companies n = 62; low-capability companies n = 140; total ꢂ = 2,304.

Exhibit 10 | Rooꢀ Causes of Success ꢁn ꢀꢂe HR Targeꢀ Operaꢀꢁng Model
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E.ON, one of the world’s largest investor-
owned power and gas companies—with 
more than 72,000 employees—launched 
an extensive efficiency-improvement and 
cost-cutting program in mid-2011. At the 
time, the Germany-based company had 
very heterogeneous HR structures in its 
global and regional units—from well-
established and mature HR functions 
with clearly defined HR governance 
systems in some markets (such as 
Sweden and the ꢆ.K.) to fully decentral-
ized HR departments in other regional 
units. In order to increase the efficiency of 
HR across all units, the management 
board decided to globally reorganize the 
HR function into a new target operating 
model (HRTOM). 

Due to high cost pressures and changing 
market conditions, E.ON implemented this 
new model companywide and within an 
ambitious timeframe. It led to huge 
changes for the HR departments as well as 
line managers. The new HRTOM intro-
duced three distinct HR roles for all global 
and regional units.

 • HR centers of competence (COCs) ꢆrꢁ 
responsible for groupwide governance 
and HR policies. Located in Düsseldorf 
and Essen, they provide centralized 
topic expertise for areas such as talent 
management and employer branding, 
global learning, HR controlling and 
planning, rewards, and employee 
relations and labor law.

 • The HR business service center (BSC) ꢃꢈ 
Berlin provides a set of clearly defined 
global HR services, such as recruiting, 
executive HR services, and learning, 
and it steers the regional services in 
each country to ensure consistent and 
efficient service delivery for all global 
and regional units.

 • HR business partners (BPs) are located in 
the units and act as an interface 
between central HR topic experts within 

the COCs and BSC and the line manag-
ers for their specific unit. They advise 
the line managers on strategic HR 
topics and provide coaching and 
guidance.

There are some outstanding aspects of 
E.ON’s approach.

ꢀnabled ꢅꢈ ꢀmployees and ꢆine Manag-
ers. The new HRTOM strongly supports 
HR employees in meeting the require-
ments of their new roles by conducting 
workshops and training for their expected 
tasks, as well as in handling the transition 
phase. ꢆsing a train-the-trainer concept, 
the BPs also support the line managers 
during the transition, helping them 
understand the changes in HR processes 
and systems.

Colocation of COCs. In order to ensure 
efficient and bundled HR competences, the 
COCs are located close to group manage-
ment instead of having client experts 
spread across all units. This colocation 
ꢅꢀꢂꢄꢁrꢂ ꢅrꢁquꢁꢈꢄ ꢃꢈꢄꢁrꢆꢇꢄꢃꢀꢈ ꢆmꢀꢈꢉ HR 
experts and leverages synergies in the 
respective competency fields. 

Focus on Value Creation in the BSC. The 
BSC is designed not only to realize econo-
mies of scale but also to create value 
through more efficient services. One 
example is recruiting. By managing 
applications on a global level, E.ON 
increases the efficiency as well as the 
quꢆlꢃꢄy ꢀꢅ ꢆpplꢃꢇꢆꢄꢃꢀꢈ mꢆꢈꢆꢉꢁmꢁꢈꢄ. sꢃꢈꢇꢁ 
the recruiting department is not limited to 
ꢆ ꢂꢃꢈꢉlꢁ mꢆꢈꢆꢉꢁmꢁꢈꢄ uꢈꢃꢄ, ꢆpplꢃꢇꢆꢈꢄꢂ ꢇꢆꢈ 
be forwarded to a position in a unit or 
country where they are likely to deliver the 
biggest value. 

Careful Selection of BPs. Since the BPs 
provide the interface between HR experts 
and line managers in the management 
units, they are crucial in driving acceptance 
of the new HR processes and systems. 
Accordingly, E.ON put great effort into the 

E.ON IMPLEMENTS A NEW HR TARGET OPERATING MODEL
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ꢇꢁꢊꢀ ꢁꢈꢇꢅ rꢀꢃꢄ-wꢅrꢄd prꢃꢂꢇꢁꢂꢀ ꢁꢊ ꢃ ꢊꢁzꢃꢋꢄꢀ ꢂꢆꢃꢄ-
lenge for many companies today. Merely 
creating these HR roles does not mean that 
they will be applied effectively. As Albina 
Nash, senior HR director at PepsiCo Russia, 
ꢈꢅꢇꢀd, “Wꢀ ꢆꢃvꢀ ꢃꢈ HR ꢋuꢊꢁꢈꢀꢊꢊ-pꢃrꢇꢈꢀr 
model, but we’re not fully satisfied. It’s not 
clear who’s responsible for which types of 
business tasks, especially in some geograph-
ic markets. In part, this is likely because 
we’re currently integrating multiple acquisi-
tions. We’ll need to establish and maintain 
the right structure to clarify roles.” 

Establish the right balance of global and 
local responsibilities. Global corporations 
require global HR departments. However, 
they must also remain flexible and adapt to 
local requirements and customs. In many 
cases, the ideal solution is an effective 
companywide balance of global standards 
that are implemented through localized roles 
and responsibilities and organized under a 
central global HR function. As the 2012 
survey showed, globally standardized activi-
ties are often perceived as more effective, yet 
sometimes companies need to be able to 
adjust to local markets.4 Although strategic 
activities should be globally standardized, for 
its functional and administrative activities, 

each company has to adapt the degree of 
standardization to its unique needs.

ꢂꢊꢔꢏꢑꢏꢑꢖ ꢔꢑꢓ Pꢍꢋꢌꢕꢍ ꢈꢍꢒꢍꢕꢋꢌmꢍꢑꢐ
The training and people development topic in-
cludes all activities aimed at helping employ-
ees improve their performance and learn 
new skills that will prepare them for new 
roles within the company. This area compris-
es a broad range of programs, such as formal 
classroom training, job rotations, and tuition 
rꢀꢁmꢋurꢊꢀmꢀꢈꢇ ꢉꢅr ꢊꢀꢄꢉ-dꢁrꢀꢂꢇꢀd ꢄꢀꢃrꢈꢁꢈg. 

Companies devote the most effort to training 
and people development, and this area shows 
the highest average capabilities. With the 
ꢇꢆꢁrd-ꢄꢅwꢀꢊꢇ rꢀꢇurꢈ ꢅꢈ ꢀꢉꢉꢅrꢇ ꢃmꢅꢈg ꢃꢄꢄ ꢇꢀꢈ 
HR topics, however, there is a lot of room for 
improvement, specifically by focusing on the 
activities highlighted in Exhibit 11.

Use training as a way of engaging employees 
in the company’s strategic agenda. Highly 
capable companies use learning and devel-
opment activities to generate strategic in-
sights. Some companies have approached the 
challenge by forming corporate universities. 
While in the past, corporate universities were 
uꢊꢀd prꢁmꢃrꢁꢄy ꢇꢅ dꢀꢄꢁvꢀr ꢊpꢀꢂꢁfiꢂ ꢇrꢃꢁꢈꢁꢈg ꢇꢅ 

selection of outstanding candidates. Aꢀer 
defining a detailed job description—requir-
ing qualifications that included HR and 
business expertise—E.ON performed audit 
procedures with external support during 
the selection process to guarantee that the 
right candidates were placed in the right 
pꢀꢂꢃꢄꢃꢀꢈꢂ.

Clearly ꢋefined Governance Model. By 
establishing a holistic governance model 
with clearly defined roles and responsibili-
ties for all three HRTOM roles, E.ON 
prevents responsibility overlaps and 
redundant HR tasks. Instead of the 
ꢅꢀrmꢁr HR ꢉꢁꢈꢁrꢆlꢃꢂꢄꢂ ꢃꢈ ꢆll uꢈꢃꢄꢂ, ꢆll HR 
expertise is now concentrated in the 
COCs. Meanwhile, the BPs have more 

broad-based expertise, allowing them to 
focus on business-related and strategic 
HR aspects. To ensure the efficient 
steering of the new HR function, E.ON 
established central governance bodies—
such as an HR board for strategic top-
ics—and a product and process commit-
tee for process-related topics. Members of 
the HR governance bodies come from all 
three HR roles.

Although E.ON is still in the implementa-
tion phase of the new model, the HRTOM 
project has significantly reduced costs 
and—more important—created the 
prerequisites for higher quality in the 
delivery of global HR services.

E.ON IMPLEMENTS A NEW HR TARGET OPERATING MODEL
(continued)
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employees, many today serve as strategy plat-
forms and actively support the development 
and execution of the company’s strategy. (See 
the sidebar “Success Factors for Corporate 
Universities.”)

Fundamentally, the company’s overall 
ꢊꢇrꢃꢇꢀgy ꢊꢆꢅuꢄd ꢈꢅꢇ rꢀꢊuꢄꢇ ꢁꢈ ꢃ ꢅꢈꢀ-wꢃy flꢅw 
of mandates and directives from manage-
ment to employees. Rather, leaders need to 
mꢃkꢀ ꢊurꢀ ꢇꢆꢃꢇ ꢇꢆꢀrꢀ ꢁꢊ ꢃ ꢇwꢅ-wꢃy ꢀxꢂꢆꢃꢈgꢀ, 
in which the strategy stays responsive to the 
ideas, insights, and current capabilities of the 
entire organization.

Make your company’s leaders your faculty. 
Highly capable companies are distinguished 
by their leaders’ commitment to learning and 
development. This commitment goes beyond 
providing financial resources: above all, these 
leaders actively promote, support, and 
participate in learning and development 
activities and act as sponsors for important 
programs. 

Allocate your training resources according to 
your strategic goals. Highly capable compa-
nies have established a clear link between 
their business strategy and their learning 

and development programs. To achieve this, 
companies need to regularly assess the kinds 
of capabilities that are required for creating 
value and reaching their strategic goals and 
then allocate their learning and develop-
ment resources accordingly. This high level 
of reactivity becomes even more important 
in times of rapidly changing market condi-
tions, which require adaptations in the 
company’s overall strategy.

“Oꢓꢕ ꢈꢉꢇꢕꢊꢑꢊꢐ ꢇꢊꢌ ꢌꢉꢒꢉꢈꢍꢘꢔꢉꢊꢋ 
ꢔꢍꢌꢉꢈ ꢑꢎ ꢎꢋꢕꢍꢊꢐꢈy ꢈꢑꢊkꢉꢌ ꢋꢍ ꢍꢓꢕ 
ꢏꢓꢎꢑꢊꢉꢎꢎ ꢎꢋꢕꢇꢋꢉꢐy ꢇꢊꢌ ꢈꢉꢒꢉꢕꢇꢐꢉꢎ 
HR ꢏꢓꢎꢑꢊꢉꢎꢎ ꢘꢇꢕꢋꢊꢉꢕꢎ. Oꢓꢕ ꢗꢍꢕ-
ꢘꢍꢕꢇꢋꢉ ꢓꢊꢑꢒꢉꢕꢎꢑꢋy ꢑꢎ ꢋꢖꢉ ꢒꢉꢖꢑꢗꢈꢉ 
ꢙꢍꢕ ꢇꢈꢈ ꢈꢉꢇꢕꢊꢑꢊꢐ ꢇꢊꢌ ꢌꢉꢒꢉꢈꢍꢘꢔꢉꢊꢋ 
ꢇꢗꢋꢑꢒꢑꢋꢑꢉꢎ ꢐꢈꢍꢏꢇꢈꢈy, wꢑꢋꢖ ꢇ ꢗꢈꢉꢇꢕ 
ꢒꢇꢈꢓꢉ-ꢗꢕꢉꢇꢋꢑꢍꢊ ꢇꢘꢘꢕꢍꢇꢗꢖ.” 
Teresa Manobens, talent manage-
ment and corporate university direc-
tor, Gas Natural Fenosa

Learning and development activities are used for insights
regarding strategy development

Training and people development

Senior management is committed to learning and development

Business strategy and learning and development are clearly linked

Detailed action plans for learning and development activities
are developed

Current staff capabilities per job family are assessed and forecast

Gap analyses are performed

Strategic goals are translated into required staff capabilities
per job family

60 80400 10020Low-capability companies Highly capable companies

Degree of agreement of highly capable
versus low-capability companies (%)

29

29

34

39

39

40

41

Source: 2013 BCG/EAPM proprietary Web survey and analysis.
Note: We define highly capable companies as those with a self-reported capability score of ꢑ in this ꢅꢈ topic. We define low-capability companies 
as those with a self-reported score of future importance that is at least three points higher than the self-reported score of current capability. Both 
scales range from 1 to ꢑ. ꢁll companies have more than ꢑ0 employees. ꢋegree of agreement (from 1 for “disagree” to ꢑ for “agree”) has been 
turned into a percentage value by linear transformation. ꢅighly capable companies n = 77; low-capability companies n = 63; total ꢂ = 2,304.

Exhibit 11 | Rooꢀ Causes of Success ꢁn Traꢁnꢁng and People Developmenꢀ
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Many companies that strive to develop 
their talent turn to corporate universi-
ties. In the past, corporate universities 
focused on training design and delivery. 
Currently, these organizations are expand-
ing to support overall corporate strategy 
and culture. Corporate universities are no 
lꢀꢈꢉꢁr ꢂꢃmply ꢄrꢆꢃꢈꢃꢈꢉ ꢇꢁꢈꢄꢁrꢂ: mꢆꢈy ꢆrꢁ 
dedicated strategy platforms that act as 
partners with senior leadership. (See the 
exhibit below.)

To guide businesses in fortifying their 
existing corporate universities and pro-
vide a roadmap for organizations aiming 
to create them, BCG recently conducted 
a major study to identify trends and best 
prꢆꢇꢄꢃꢇꢁꢂ.1 This study identified seven key 
ꢂuꢇꢇꢁꢂꢂ ꢅꢆꢇꢄꢀrꢂ. 

 • Engage the CEO. HR leaders should 
develop a close relationship with the 
CEO to shape offerings and ensure that 
the corporate university is widely 
accepted. Individual board members 
should sponsor specific programs. 

 • Connect to the company strategy. Lꢁꢆrꢈꢃꢈꢉ 
objectives should support the corporate 
strategy by building needed capabilities. 
Development programs for top talent 
should prepare employees to forge new 
strategic pathways. 

 • Stay close to the business. Establish close 
collaboration in needs assessment and 
include business representatives on an 
advisory board. 

 • Provide high-caliber offerings. Rꢁꢂꢄruꢇꢄurꢁ 
the staff to include learning experts 
who can provide high-quality programs 
that outperform those of competitors. 

 • Create a link to employee development 
processes. iꢈꢄꢁꢉrꢆꢄꢁ pꢁrꢅꢀrmꢆꢈꢇꢁ 
management and development, and 
provide programs that support new 
assignments and positions. 

 • Measure the value. Assess capabilities 
and skill needs, and measure the 
impact of learning programs. Invoice 
business units at full cost so that they 
can easily compare the value of the 
offering with open-enrollment options. 

 • Market internally and externally. cꢀmmu-
nicate the ways in which the corporate 
university is a key component of the 
employee value proposition. ꢆse 
consistent “one face to the customer” 
branding internally and externally. 

Nꢁꢂꢃ
1. sꢁꢁ Corporate Universities: An Engine for Human 
Capital, BCG Focus, ꢇuly 2013.

The extent of integration across roles varies, but most corporate universities have a primary focus

Target
audience

Senior
executives

Top
management

Top
talent

Strategy
platform

Learning
network

Leadership
accelerator

Training
center

Veolia

Air Liquide

Operational
excellence

Leadership

Strategic role

Strategy Content
focus

Eni

Petronas

Credit Suisse

Daimler

Novartis
UniCredit

General
Mills Total

OCP

Luhansa

ArcelorMittal

GE

GDF SUEZ
Bertelsmann

Lafarge

AXA Unilever

Leaders

All
employees

External
audience

Sources: ꢀxpert interviews; BCG analysis.

Thꢄ Fꢅꢆꢇ Mꢈiꢉ Rꢅꢊꢄꢋ ꢅꢌ Cꢅꢇꢍꢅꢇꢈtꢄ Uꢉiꢎꢄꢇꢋitiꢄꢋ

sUccess factoRs foR coRPoRate UniveRsities 
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ꢈꢏꢒꢍꢊꢎꢏꢐy ꢔꢑꢓ ꢅꢍꢑꢍꢊꢔꢐꢏꢋꢑ 
Mꢔꢑꢔꢖꢍmꢍꢑꢐ
Diversity and generation management includes 
managing employee differences in gender 
and age as well as, for example, social, cultur-
al, and religious disparities. Globalization and 
demographic shifts have increased the rele-
vance of this topic in HR, and that trend is 
likely to continue for the foreseeable future.

The surprisingly low rating of the future im-
portance of diversity and generation manage-
ment—in fact the lowest of all ten HR top-
ics—shows that many companies do not 
grasp a core aspect of diversity. Such meas-
ures are not about being “nice” or complying 
with regulations. Instead, they are tools for 
generating better business results and will be 
even more important as the workforce ages 
and Europe’s talent supply decreases. The 
high return on invested effort that we identi-
fied in our analysis should motivate compa-
nies to intensify their comparatively weak ef-
forts.

Looking at the subcomponents of diversity 
and generation management, we identified le-
vers that companies should focus on for im-
proving their capabilities. (See Exhibit 12.)

Tap the senior talent pool. Bꢀꢊꢇ-ꢁꢈ-ꢂꢄꢃꢊꢊ ꢂꢅm-
panies do not just attract and develop young 
talent: they also systematically invest in build-
ing senior employees’ capabilities. The ex-
tremely high rate of early retirement in Eu-
rope—in some countries more than one out 
of two employees retire before the statutory 
age—shows that most companies are neglect-
ing the potentially high value of senior em-
ployees. Because they have critical expertise, 
they are a valuable resource. This is especially 
important given current demographic shifts: 
people are living longer, and the talent short-
age is growing. Companies that foster lifelong 
learning and take steps to attract, develop, 
and motivate senior talent will turn this demo-
graphic change into a competitive advantage.

Build on your differences. It is not enough to 
build a diverse workforce: in order to connect 
a company’s cultural diversity to real produc-
tivity gains, HR leaders should systematically 
ꢃppꢄy ꢂrꢅꢊꢊ-ꢂuꢄꢇurꢃꢄ ꢇꢀꢃm-ꢋuꢁꢄdꢁꢈg ꢃꢂꢇꢁvꢁꢇꢁꢀꢊ 
ꢃꢈd ꢂuꢄꢇurꢃꢄ-ꢃwꢃrꢀꢈꢀꢊꢊ ꢇrꢃꢁꢈꢁꢈg. Tꢆꢁꢊ ꢁꢊ ꢆꢅw 
ꢋꢀꢊꢇ-ꢁꢈ-ꢂꢄꢃꢊꢊ ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ ꢂrꢀꢃꢇꢀ ꢃ ꢊpꢁrꢁꢇ ꢅꢉ 
collaboration. Companies should tap into this 
wellspring of ideas and insights to boost 
company operations. In addition, promoting 
diversity in recruiting processes can dramati-

We systematically invest in building senior employees’ capabilities

Diversity and
generation management

We systematically apply cross-cultural team-building activities and
cultural-awareness trainings in diverse teams

We have established processes that encourage junior employees to share
their thoughts and opinions (in, for example, roundtables with management)

We encourage cooperation and knowledge transfer between experienced
and junior employees in both directions

We have specific programs that support women’s development into
leadership positions (for example, mentoring)

We have a dedicated team and manager responsible for diversity
and generation management

We invest in childcare facilities (for example, a kindergarten)

60 80400 10020Low-capability companies Highly capable companies

Degree of agreement of highly capable
versus low-capability companies (%)

25

19

27

28

28

30

30

Source: 2013 BCG/EAPM proprietary Web survey and analysis.
Note: We define highly capable companies as those with a self-reported capability score of ꢑ in this ꢅꢈ topic. We define low-capability companies 
as those with a self-reported score of future importance that is at least three points higher than the self-reported score of current capability. Both 
scales range from 1 to ꢑ. ꢁll companies have more than ꢑ0 employees. ꢋegree of agreement (from 1 for “disagree” to ꢑ for “agree”) has been 
turned into a percentage value by linear transformation. ꢅighly capable companies n = 61; low-capability companies n = 12ꢑ; total ꢂ = 2,304.

Exhibit 12 | Rooꢀ Causes of Success ꢁn Dꢁversꢁꢀy and Generaꢀꢁon Managemenꢀ
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cally increase the size of recruiting pools: 
some 50 percent of potential future leaders 
are women, who need the same opportunities 
as men to succeed within the company.

“Wꢉ ꢖꢇꢒꢉ ꢍꢒꢉꢕꢗꢍꢔꢉ ꢋꢖꢉ ꢋꢕꢇꢌꢑ-
ꢋꢑꢍꢊꢇꢈ ꢋꢖꢑꢊkꢑꢊꢐ ꢇꢏꢍꢓꢋ ꢘꢉꢕꢙꢍꢕ-
ꢔꢇꢊꢗꢉ, ꢇꢊꢌ ꢋꢍꢌꢇy wꢉ ꢇꢕꢉ ꢘꢕꢍꢓꢌ 
ꢋꢍ ꢘꢕꢍꢔꢍꢋꢉ ꢇꢊꢌ ꢎꢓꢘꢘꢍꢕꢋ ꢗꢇꢕꢉꢉꢕ 
ꢇꢌꢒꢇꢊꢗꢉꢔꢉꢊꢋ wꢖꢉꢋꢖꢉꢕ ꢋꢖꢉ ꢉꢔ-
ꢘꢈꢍyꢉꢉ ꢑꢎ ꢇ ꢛꢜ-yꢉꢇꢕ-ꢍꢈꢌ ꢗꢇꢎꢖꢑꢉꢕ ꢍꢕ 
ꢇ ꢝꢜ-yꢉꢇꢕ-ꢍꢈꢌ ꢔꢇꢊꢇꢐꢉꢕ. Pꢉꢍꢘꢈꢉ 
ꢎꢉꢉ ꢋꢖꢇꢋ ꢔꢉꢕꢑꢋꢍꢗꢕꢇꢗy ꢘꢇyꢎ ꢍꢙꢙ, ꢇꢊꢌ 
ꢋꢖꢉy ꢌꢍ ꢋꢖꢉꢑꢕ ꢏꢉꢎꢋ ꢏꢉꢗꢇꢓꢎꢉ ꢋꢖꢉy 
kꢊꢍw ꢑꢋ wꢑꢈꢈ ꢏꢉ ꢕꢉꢗꢍꢐꢊꢑzꢉꢌ.” 
Gianfilippo Pandolfini, chief operating 
officer, Banco Nazionale del Lavoro

ꢆisten to your junior employees. Bꢀꢊꢇ-ꢁꢈ-ꢂꢄꢃꢊꢊ 
companies have established processes that 
encourage junior employees to present their 
opinions. In this way, these companies make 
sure that their younger employees under-
stand that their opinions matter, and this 
encourages them to actively think about 
strategic options and present their ideas for 
consideration. 

A good means of establishing such an ex-
change is to regularly host management 
roundtables, which also help company lead-
ers establish contact with the companies’ fu-
ture leaders.

As Exhibit 13 demonstrates, most European 
countries will face a profound workforce 
shortage in the future. This underscores the 
need for companies to attract the largest po-
tential workforce by focusing on untapped 
pools through diversity initiatives. (See the 
sidebar “Key Drivers in Diversity and Genera-
tion Management.”)

Ireland

Malta

Norway

Portugal

Belgium
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece

Labor supply,
2012 (millions) Labor supply CAGR, 2012–2020 (%) Labor supply CAGR, 2020–2030 (%)

Austria

Poland

Netherlands

Italy

United Kingdom
Ukraine

Sweden
Switzerland

Spain

Romania
Russia

Turkey

5.6
18.1

2.7
8.9
0.2

25.3
2.2
5.2

42.6
29.3

2.7
3.0
5.4
3.4
5.0
4.4

32.0
23.3

4.6
5.0

23.5
76.0
10.5

26.8

0.39

–0.07

0.05

0.33

–0.82

–0.05
0.52

0.82
1.39

–0.61
0.50

0.10

1.18
0.07

0.16
0.25

1.24
–0.41

0.11
0.12

–0.58

0.13

0.34
–0.40

–0.48
–0.89

–1.05
0.74

0.38
0.33

–0.62
–0.81
–0.80

–0.48
–0.75

0.08

–0.20
–0.02

–0.23
–1.38

–0.35
–0.49

0.59
–0.66

–1.21
–0.04

0.45
–0.51

Sources: U.ꢂ. population database; ꢄꢆꢊ ꢆaborsta database; BCG analysis.
Note: The figures for 2030 assume the same participation rate by sex and age groups as for 2020. ꢆabor supply = forecast of the total population 
(age 1ꢑ and over; five-year age groups) × labor force participation rate (per five-year age group).

Exhibit 13 | Tꢂe Laꢃor Supply ꢁn Mosꢀ European Counꢀrꢁes Wꢁll Decrease Sꢂarply 
ꢁn ꢀꢂe Neꢏꢀ Decade 
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ꢀꢍcꢊuꢏꢐꢏꢑꢖ: Bꢊꢔꢑꢓꢏꢑꢖ, Hꢏꢊꢏꢑꢖ, ꢔꢑꢓ 
ꢆꢑbꢋꢔꢊꢓꢏꢑꢖ
Recruiting includes the complete process of 
people sourcing—from employer branding 
to recruiting strategy, recruiting process, on-
boarding, and retention. As our results show, 
on average, companies rate their capability 
comparatively high in recruiting. Given the 
growing talent shortage in most European 
companies however, companies should be 
more than merely good at recruiting: they 
must be better than others. (See the sidebar 

“Deutsche Bahn Revamps Its Employer 
Brand to Win New Talent.”) As Exhibit 14 
shows, our survey clearly identified some 
measures that companies should take.

Adapt recruiting strategies to target audienc-
es. Highly capable companies know there is 
ꢈꢅ ꢅꢈꢀ-ꢊꢁzꢀ-ꢉꢁꢇꢊ-ꢃꢄꢄ ꢃpprꢅꢃꢂꢆ. Rꢃꢇꢆꢀr, ꢀꢃꢂꢆ 
category of hiring and job function is akin to 
a subpopulation, complete with its own 
priorities, requirements, and incentives. For 
example, although career opportunity is the 

Companies still have a long way to go to 
ensure that the best talent—regardless 
of gender, ethnicity, or any other measure 
of diversity—makes it into leadership 
positions. In a recent benchmark study 
based on interviews with roughly 100 HR 
mꢆꢈꢆꢉꢁrꢂ ꢃꢈ 44 ꢃꢈꢄꢁrꢈꢆꢄꢃꢀꢈꢆl ꢇꢀmpꢆꢈꢃꢁꢂ, 
BCG identified a number of best prac-
tices that drive success in diversity 
initiatives.1 

 • Diversity by itself is not the main objective. 
Instead, it is a means of bringing new 
perspectives and insights to the way a 
company or business unit operates, ulti-
mately leading to better performance. 

 • Diversity must be a top priority for leaders. 
A company’s CEO and senior managers 
must have the primary responsibility 
for establishing and achieving diversity 
objectives, and they must act as role 
models.

 • Diversity does not mean preferential 
treatment for women or minorities. Buꢂꢃ-
ness leaders must communicate that 
diversity is about hiring and promot-
ing the best employees—not through 
preferences or quotas but through fair, 
open, and transparent processes for ap-
plicants and employees. 

 • Diversity is not a PR gimmick. For diversity 
initiatives to be credible, the company 
must back up its communications with 

actions, and it must make itself ac-
countable by ensuring that progress is 
visible and measurable.

 • Diversity is local and global. fꢀr mꢀꢂꢄ 
major initiatives, it’s important to 
integrate international staff from 
various units. Initiatives that have a 
global reach must always take unique 
lꢀꢇꢆl ꢅꢆꢇꢄꢀrꢂ ꢃꢈꢄꢀ ꢆꢇꢇꢀuꢈꢄ.

 • Diversity is not just for women or minori-
ties. Men and majorities must be equal-
ly represented on any diversity project 
team. The goal is not the promotion of 
a specific group but a balance that re-
flects society at large—in the initiative 
and throughout the business units.

 • Diversity is cross-divisional. suꢇꢇꢁꢂꢂꢅul 
initiatives do not get handed down from 
HR to the business units. Rather, involv-
ing representatives from units outside 
ꢀꢅ HR ꢆꢄ ꢆꢈ ꢁꢆrly ꢂꢄꢆꢉꢁ ꢇꢆꢈ ꢁꢈꢂurꢁ 
broader acceptance, help structure 
change initiatives correctly, and guaran-
tee a companywide shiꢀ in mindset. 

Nꢁꢂꢃ
1. sꢁꢁ Shattering the Glass Ceiling: An Analytical 
Approach to Advancing Women into Leadership Roles, 
Bcg fꢀꢇuꢂ, auꢉuꢂꢄ 2012.

KEꢉ DRIꢊERS IN DIꢊERSITꢉ AND GENERATION 
ꢌanageꢌent
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most important job criterion for employees in 
most European countries, in China compen-
sation comes first. And while Generation Y 
places high value on corporate social respon-
sibility and personal development, the 
priorities of older generations in the work-
force are different. Accordingly, companies 
should look below the surface, analyze 
subcategories, and adapt their recruiting 
strategies for different job positions, target 
groups, entry levels, and recruiting channels. 
This is especially important for attracting the 
best talent, who always have the greatest 
choice of suitors.

Promote the company from within. Bꢀꢊꢇ-ꢁꢈ-
class companies have a systematically devel-

oped employer value proposition, both 
internally and externally. Companies should 
systematically assess internal perceptions of 
the brand among employees and understand 
how those perceptions influence the expecta-
tions of external job candidates. Next, they 
ꢊꢆꢅuꢄd dꢀvꢀꢄꢅp ꢃ ꢂrꢀdꢁꢋꢄꢀ ꢀmpꢄꢅyꢀr-ꢋrꢃꢈd 
positioning, with core attributes differentiat-
ed by target groups, and prioritize specific 
steps to implement the new brand position-
ing. Although defining the brand’s key 
messages and consistently promoting them is 
essential for a positive employer brand, it is 
not enough. Given today’s widespread 
corporate transparency, leaders need to make 
sure that their employees are the organiza-
tion’s best promoters. To achieve this, the 

Deutsche Bahn, Germany’s leading 
transportation and logistics company, with 
operations in more than 130 countries 
and about 300,000 employees, recently 
implemented a very successful employer-
branding campaign. In the past several 
years, employers have become subject to 
increasing numbers of requirements while 
talent pools have become smaller, and 
media connectivity has grown more 
pervasive. As a result, candidates’ expecta-
tions regarding potential future employers 
are now higher, and competition for talent 
ꢃꢂ ꢅꢆr mꢀrꢁ ꢃꢈꢄꢁꢈꢂꢁ. tꢀ mꢁꢁꢄ ꢃꢄꢂ ꢅuꢄurꢁ 
demands, Deutsche Bahn estimated it 
would need at least 70,000 new employ-
ees over a ten-year period. 

To address this challenge, Deutsche Bahn 
began by analyzing the components of all 
its talent-acquisition-related activities—
from employer branding to recruiting 
strategy, candidate recruiting, and on-
boarding—and then launched a portfolio 
of measures to strengthen its image and 
recruit new employees. The starting point 
was a thorough employer-brand audit, 
which analyzed both internal and external 
sources to develop an understanding of 
the current position and perception of the 
company among potential job candidates. 

The results were astonishing: although 
99.7 percent of possible applicants knew 
the Deutsche Bahn brand, only 5 percent 
could imagine working for the company. 
These findings revealed that the high 
brand awareness did not lead to the right 
employer-brand perception. This needed 
to be addressed.

Next, the company developed a compre-
hensive target-group segmentation in order 
to identify applicants’ needs and define 
the criteria that applicants take into ac-
count when choosing an employer. Specifi-
cally, Deutsche Bahn segmented its appli-
cant base into four categories: high school 
graduates, college graduates, professionals 
with an academic background, and profes-
sionals from a nonacademic background. 

In the next step, Deutsche Bahn devel-
oped an employer value proposition and 
tailored employer-branding and recruiting 
activities to each of the four target groups, 
using the key brand messages it had iden-
tified. Besides aligning the employer value 
proposition for different target groups 
with their requirements and preferences, 
Deutsche Bahn also determined which 
information channels the different target 
groups used. This allowed the company to 

DEꢆTSCHE BAHN REꢊAMPS ITS EMPLOꢉER BRAND 
to Win neW taLent
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employer brand needs to resonate internally, 
ꢃꢈd ꢇꢆꢀ dꢃy-ꢇꢅ-dꢃy wꢅrkpꢄꢃꢂꢀ ꢀxpꢀrꢁꢀꢈꢂꢀ 
needs to match the brand’s internal promise. 
The best employer value proposition is 
useless and can even lead to loss of reputa-
tion if it does not keep its promises.

Reduce early regretted attrition with 
systematic onboarding. The third major 
dꢁꢉꢉꢀrꢀꢈꢂꢀ ꢋꢀꢇwꢀꢀꢈ ꢆꢁgꢆꢄy ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢄꢀ- ꢃꢈd 
ꢄꢅw-ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢁꢄꢁꢇy-ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈy rꢀꢂruꢁꢇꢁꢈg ꢁꢊ ꢃ 
systematic process for cultural onboarding 
of new hires. The recruiting process does 
not stop on the employee’s first day, and 
HR must ensure that each new employee is 
positioned and comfortable as quickly as 
possible in order for him or her to begin 

contributing to the company’s success. As 
abundant case experience shows, a system-
ꢃꢇꢁꢂ ꢈꢀw-ꢆꢁrꢀ-ꢅꢈꢋꢅꢃrdꢁꢈg prꢅꢂꢀꢊꢊ ꢈꢅꢇ ꢅꢈꢄy 
increases productivity but also leads to a 
reduction in “regretted attrition”—the loss 
of employees that the company wants to 
retain—in the first and second years of 
employment. That reduction can be as 
great as 50 percent. Such a systematic 
process comprises not only administrative 
and professional onboarding of new hires 
but introduction to all relevant cultural 
aspects of the organization as well. To 
ensure that they are factoring in culture, 
companies should employ a set of specific 
programs, such as orientation events for 
new hires and mentors.

develop a media strategy and to adapt its 
cross-channel marketing campaign with 
tailored messages.

In order to secure long-term success in 
talent acquisition, Deutsche Bahn reorga-
nized all talent-acquisition-related activi-
ties into one unit: employer branding, 
social media, university relations, and stra-
tegic recruiting are now bundled in the 
corporate center, while local recruiting 
activities are being carried out by seven 
rꢁꢉꢃꢀꢈꢆl rꢁꢇruꢃꢄꢃꢈꢉ ꢄꢁꢆmꢂ. 

Within just one year, the effort had yielded 
ꢂꢄrꢀꢈꢉ rꢁꢂulꢄꢂ.1 The number of applica-
tions had increased by 40 percent on 
average (and as much as 80 percent in 
specific target groups), contributing to the 
hiring of 11,000 new employees in 2012. 
Employer attractiveness improved signifi-
cantly as well: in major employer rankings 
such as the Trendence School Leavers 
Barometer, Deutsche Bahn climbed 21 
places in one year, reaching the top 30. 
Furthermore, Trendence recognized the 
campaign as the “Employer Branding 
Innovation of the ꢉear.” 

Internally, among Deutsche Bahn employ-
ees, the employer brand turnaround was 

well received. As Kerstin Wagner, Deutsche 
Bahn’s head of talent acquisition, put it, 
“Our employees are the essential part of 
our campaign. They authentically trans-
port our image and tell potential em-
ployees why it’s worth working for DB. To 
become one of Germany’s top employers, 
it was vital to continuously inform, involve, 
and inspire our employees—to take them 
with us on the journey. We also created 
a ‘poster generator’ tool, providing them 
with a great possibility to create posters 
for their individual jobs using predefined 
elements from the campaign. All over 
Germany, more than 12,000 employees 
decorated their workspaces to proudly 
show their support for the campaign and 
our DB 2020 objective.”

Nꢁꢂꢃ
1. The material in this example comes from 
Deutsche Bahn campaign reporting, Trendence 
School Leavers Barometer, Trendence Employer 
Branding Innovation of the ꢉear 2013, interviews with 
Deutsche Bahn representatives, and BCG analysis.
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ꢇꢔbꢋꢊ Cꢋꢎꢐꢎ, Fꢕꢍxꢏbꢏꢕꢏꢐy, ꢔꢑꢓ 
ꢀꢍꢎꢐꢊucꢐuꢊꢏꢑꢖ 
Labor costs, flexibility, and restructuring includes 
the company’s ability to react to a changing 
business environment. Our results indicate 
that companies do not see a high need to act 
on their capabilities in labor costs, flexibility, 
and restructuring. However, given heightened 
economic volatility, organizations often have 

to scale up and down in dramatic fashion, 
adapting the workforce size and capability set 
much more rapidly than in the past. Exhibit 15 
shows areas of focus for improvement.

Facilitate change through workforce-planning 
transparency. Bꢀꢊꢇ-ꢁꢈ-ꢂꢄꢃꢊꢊ ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ ꢆꢃvꢀ 
full transparency on workforce supply and 
demand across regions, countries, locations, 

We have full transparency on workforce supply and demand

Labor costs, flexibility,
 and restructuring

We maintain flexibility in the workforce by implementing tools
and methods (for example, reduced working hours)

We rely on employer-induced measures to reduce head count
(for example, termination agreements)

We have an efficient mobility process for transferring employees
from surplus to shortfall units

We rely on voluntary measures to reduce head count
(for example, fluctuation)

60 80400 10020Low-capability companies Highly capable companies

Degree of agreement of highly capable
versus low-capability companies (%)  

34

33

23

20

12

Source: 2013 BCG/EAPM proprietary Web survey and analysis.
Note: We define highly capable companies as those with a self-reported capability score of ꢑ in this ꢅꢈ topic. We define low-capability companies 
as those with a self-reported score of future importance that is at least three points higher than the self-reported score of current capability. Both 
scales range from 1 to ꢑ. ꢁll companies have more than ꢑ0 employees. ꢋegree of agreement (from 1 for “disagree” to ꢑ for “agree”) has been 
turned into a percentage value by linear transformation. ꢅighly capable companies n = 163; low-capability companies n = 111; total ꢂ = 2,304.

Exhibit 15 | Rooꢀ Causes of Success ꢁn Laꢃor Cosꢀs, Fleꢏꢁꢃꢁlꢁꢀy, and Resꢀrucꢀurꢁng

We have a clearly defined recruiting strategy for different candidate
pools, entry levels, and channels

Recruiting: branding, 
hiring, and onboarding

Our employer value proposition is systematically developed on the
basis of a thorough analysis (for example, interviews and surveys)

We have a systematic process for cultural onboarding of new hires
(for example, mentoring and special events)

We have a deep understanding of our target groups and
tailored communications

Our employer value proposition is regularly assessed against
the actual experiences of new hires

Our recruiting process is fast, efficient, and effective

We use social media effectively for employer branding

60 80400 10020Low-capability companies Highly capable companies

Degree of agreement of highly capable
versus low-capability companies (%)  

49

37

37

36

32

31

28

Source: 2013 BCG/EAPM proprietary Web survey and analysis.
Note: We define highly capable companies as those with a self-reported capability score of ꢑ in this ꢅꢈ topic. We define low-capability companies 
as those with a self-reported score of future importance that is at least three points higher than the self-reported score of current capability. Both 
scales range from 1 to ꢑ. ꢁll companies have more than ꢑ0 employees. ꢋegree of agreement (from 1 for “disagree” to ꢑ for “agree”) has been 
turned into a percentage value by linear transformation. ꢅighly capable companies n = 180; low-capability companies n = 107; total ꢂ = 2,304.

Exhibit 14 | Rooꢀ Causes of Success ꢁn Recruꢁꢀꢁng
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business units, and skill clusters. This infor-
mation is not limited only to the company 
leaders: it is communicated openly within the 
company. When undergoing transformations 
due to strategic changes, companies should 
be transparent about workforce implications, 
working openly with both employees and em-
ployees’ representatives and unions. Landes-

ꢋꢃꢈk Bꢃdꢀꢈ-Würꢇꢇꢀmꢋꢀrg dꢀmꢅꢈꢊꢇrꢃꢇꢀd ꢇꢆꢃꢇ 
such transparency enables companies to have 
ꢃ wꢀꢄꢄ-ꢉrꢃmꢀd ꢇrꢃꢈꢊꢉꢅrmꢃꢇꢁꢅꢈ prꢅꢂꢀꢊꢊ wꢁꢇꢆ 
a clear schedule and reduces resistance to 
implementation. (See the sidebar “Detailed 
Management of Reduction Helped Landes-
ꢋꢃꢈk Bꢃdꢀꢈ-Würꢇꢇꢀmꢋꢀrg Nꢃvꢁgꢃꢇꢀ ꢃ Rꢀꢊꢇruꢂ-
turing.”) Above all, this transparency not only 

Landesbank Baden-Württemberg (LBBW) 
is among the leading federal-state banks in 
Germany, with almost 12,000 employees. 
The bank was considerably affected by the 
global financial crisis that began in 2008. 
As part of a broader Eꢆ restructuring 
program, LBBW had to be subsidized with 
about €5 billion in public funding. One 
precondition for receiving the funding was 
that LBBW reduce its baseline workforce of 
full-time employees by 2,500 in a four-year 
period. 

The bank began by creating an HR 
implementation plan to reduce positions 
across all functions. The massive downsiz-
ing required fundamental changes to the 
underlying business model. To achieve 
this, the bank analyzed all business 
segments of the current business model 
regarding revenue potential, risk, and cost 
impact and developed a new business plan 
and medium-term plan. Subsequently, the 
bank put in place precise targets for each 
function and department and communi-
cated the required changes throughout the 
company. This high level of transparency 
was essential to restructuring the organiza-
tion successfully and reaching a quick, 
fact-based agreement with the unions and 
worker councils. In an open dialog with the 
union, the bank negotiated new labor 
agreements and set up a transparent 
head-count-reduction process. 

In the second phase, the bank executed 
the implementation plan in conjunction 
with respective HR departments in 
individual business units. It regularly 

validated the top-down targets and the 
formulation of the concrete measures 
needed to realize the defined targets over 
a sustained period of time. To build on this 
progress, the bank generated standard con-
trolling and reporting tools for future 
workforce supply-and-demand monitoring 
prꢀꢇꢁꢂꢂꢁꢂ. 

Throughout the process, the open dialog 
helped employees anticipate future 
changes and reduced resistance among 
the staff. It also helped manage employee 
representative relations. Overall, LBBW 
was able to reach roughly 90 percent of its 
reduction goals by 2012—a year ahead of 
schedule—without enforced layoffs. 
Furthermore, the process strengthened 
the role of HR within the organization and 
improved relations with the workers’ 
representatives. HR became a strategic 
hub for controlling the Eꢆ project, an 
interface to the work council and trade 
union, and a partner in negotiating new 
labor agreements. Most important, 
through these measures, the bank was 
able to recover fully from the financial 
ꢇrꢃꢂꢃꢂ.

DETAILED MANAGEMENT OF REDꢆCTION HELPS 
LANDESBANK BADENꢈWꢆRTTEMBERG NAꢊIGATE 
a RestRUctURing 
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helps managers and HR leaders anticipate 
and meet future needs, it also allows employ-
ees to manage their career proactively.

“HR ꢗꢖꢇꢈꢈꢉꢊꢐꢉꢎ ꢖꢇꢒꢉ ꢗꢖꢇꢊꢐꢉꢌ ꢑꢊ 
ꢕꢉꢗꢉꢊꢋ yꢉꢇꢕꢎ, ꢙꢍꢈꢈꢍwꢑꢊꢐ ꢋꢖꢉ ꢉꢒꢍꢈꢓ-
ꢋꢑꢍꢊ ꢍꢙ ꢋꢖꢉ ꢏꢓꢎꢑꢊꢉꢎꢎ ꢇꢊꢌ ꢍꢙ ꢋꢖꢉ 
ꢉꢚꢋꢉꢕꢊꢇꢈ ꢉꢊꢒꢑꢕꢍꢊꢔꢉꢊꢋ. Tꢍꢌꢇy, 
ꢗꢍꢔꢘꢇꢊꢑꢉꢎ ꢕꢉqꢓꢑꢕꢉ ꢙꢇꢕ ꢐꢕꢉꢇꢋꢉꢕ 
ꢙꢈꢉꢚꢑꢏꢑꢈꢑꢋy ꢑꢊ ꢋꢖꢉ wꢍꢕkꢙꢍꢕꢗꢉ.” 
Senior HR executive,  
European utility company

Make sure you have high flexibility within 
your workforce. Highly capable companies 
ꢆꢃvꢀ ꢃ ꢇwꢅ-ꢄꢃyꢀr wꢅrkꢉꢅrꢂꢀ: ꢃ ꢂꢅrꢀ grꢅup ꢇꢆꢃꢇ 
covers capabilities and knowledge of high 
strategic importance and a second layer 
consisting of external providers and freelanc-
ers. This second layer allows for flexible 
workforce adjustments and enables compa-
nies to stay ahead of shifting business priori-
ties. To maximize flexibility, companies 
should establish clear processes and requisite 
control mechanisms to handle workers in 
these relationships. Other tools that compa-
ꢈꢁꢀꢊ ꢊꢆꢅuꢄd uꢊꢀ ꢁꢈꢂꢄudꢀ ꢃꢈꢈuꢃꢄ wꢅrkꢁꢈg-ꢇꢁmꢀ 
accounts, leaves of absence, and transfers 
among locations and business units. This 
ability is increasingly important and also 
helps companies retain key employees.5 

Notes
1. Disagreement corresponds to an agreement value of 
0 percent, while a value of 100 percent reflects full 
agreement. For more details, see the Methodology in 
Appendix I.
2. See “Make Talent, Not War: Building a Strong 
Leadership Advantage” in Creating People Advantage 
2011: Time to Act; HR Certainties in Uncertain Times, BCG 
report, September 2011. See also “Building Up Your 
Critical Assets: Talent and Leadership Development” in 
Creating People Advantage 2012: Mastering HR Challenges 
in a Two-Speed World, BCG report, October 2012.
3. See High-Performance Culture: Getting It, Keeping It, 
BCG Focus, June 2013.
4. See “HR Governance: Global or Local?” in Creating 
People Advantage 2012: Mastering HR Challenges in a 
Two-Speed World, BCG report, October 2012.
5. See “Reduce and Retain: Adjusting Workforces for the 
New Reality,” BCG article, December 2012.
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APPꢁꢄꢈꢃX ꢃ
MꢂTHODOLOGY

In the years since 2006, when we started our 
Creating People Advantage research, we have 
added new topics and removed others on the 
basis of changing trends and shifting priori-
ties. Last year’s global report covered 22 top-
ics. To concentrate on the most relevant areas 
and allow for a deeper analysis, we have 

merged these topics into 10 broader topics for 
this year’s survey. (See Exhibit 1.)

Rꢀꢊpꢅꢈdꢀꢈꢇꢊ rꢃꢇꢀd ꢀꢃꢂꢆ ꢇꢅpꢁꢂ ꢅꢈ ꢃ ꢉꢁvꢀ-pꢅꢁꢈꢇ 
scale regarding future importance, current ca-
pability of the company, and effort invested in 
ꢇꢆꢁꢊ ꢇꢅpꢁꢂ ꢁꢈ ꢇꢀrmꢊ ꢅꢉ ꢇꢁmꢀ, mꢅꢈꢀy, ꢃꢈd ꢉuꢄꢄ-

• Managing corporate social responsibility
• Managing work-life balance
• Enhancing employee engagement
• Managing change and cultural transformation
• Managing health and security

Engagement, behavior, and culture management

2012: 22 HR topics 2013: 10 HR topics

• Strategic workforce planning HR analytics: strategic workforce planning and reporting

• Improving employer branding
• Delivering on recruiting
• Onboarding and retaining employees

Recruiting: branding, hiring, and onboarding

• Improving performance management and rewards Performance management and rewards

• Managing talent 
• Improving leadership development Talent management and leadership

• Delivering critical learning programs
• Integrating global people management and expansion Training and people development

• Managing diversity and inclusion
• Managing an aging workforce Diversity and generation management

Labor costs, flexibility, and restructuring• Managing flexibility and labor costs
• Restructuring the organization

• Actively using Web 2.0 for HR HR communications and social media
• Transforming HR into a strategic partner
• Mastering HR processes
• Providing shared services and outsourcing HR

HR target operating model

Source: BCG analysis.

Exhibit 1 | Tꢂꢁs Year’s Reporꢀ Consolꢁdaꢀes ꢀꢂe ꢐꢐ HR Topꢁcs of ꢀꢂe ꢐꢑꢒꢐ Reporꢀ ꢁnꢀo 
ꢒꢑ Broader Topꢁcs
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time employees over the past three years. A 
methodological advancement compared with 
our studies in prior years is that we weighted 
the resulting values according to each coun-
try’s real GDP for 2012. (Countries with fewer 
than 20 respondents were subsumed, and their 
responses were weighted according to their av-
erage GDP.) In this way, the resulting matrices 
shown in Exhibits 1 and 3 on pages 5 and 6 of 
this report more accurately represent Europe.

In the next part of the survey, our aim was to 
identify the root causes of high capabilities 
among companies in each of the ten HR topics. 
In order to differentiate between highly capa-
ꢋꢄꢀ ꢃꢈd ꢄꢅw-ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢁꢄꢁꢇy ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ, wꢀ uꢊꢀd ꢃ 
filter mechanism in our online survey. Respon-
dents who had rated their company highly ca-
pable (with a maximum rating of 5) or as being 
ꢃ ꢄꢅw-ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢁꢄꢁꢇy ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈy (wꢁꢇꢆ ꢃ rꢃꢇꢁꢈg ꢅꢉ 1 ꢅr 
2) in an HR topic were presented with more de-
tailed questions regarding this specific topic. 
(Furꢇꢆꢀrmꢅrꢀ, ꢉꢅr ꢄꢅw-ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢁꢄꢁꢇy ꢂꢅmpꢃꢈꢁꢀꢊ, ꢇꢆꢀ 
rating of future importance for the topic under 
consideration had to be at least three points 
higher than the capability rating to make sure 
there really was a substantial capability gap.) 

Iꢈ ꢇꢆꢀꢊꢀ dꢀꢀp-dꢁvꢀ quꢀꢊꢇꢁꢅꢈꢊ, rꢀꢊpꢅꢈdꢀꢈꢇꢊ 
were presented with HR activities within 
each topic and asked to specify the degree 
to which they agreed that their company 
performed the activity or not—on a scale 
of 1 (disagree) to 5 (agree). Then, compar-
ing the average degrees of agreement be-
ꢇwꢀꢀꢈ ꢆꢁgꢆꢄy ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢄꢀ ꢃꢈd ꢄꢅw-ꢂꢃpꢃꢋꢁꢄꢁꢇy 
companies, we were able to identify the key 
drivers of high capability in the respective 
HR ꢇꢅpꢁꢂ. (Wꢀ ꢃꢄꢊꢅ ꢂꢅꢈvꢀrꢇꢀd ꢇꢆꢀ 5-pꢅꢁꢈꢇ rꢀ-
ꢊpꢅꢈꢊꢀ ꢊꢂꢃꢄꢀ ꢇꢅ ꢃ 100-pꢅꢁꢈꢇ pꢀrꢂꢀꢈꢇꢃgꢀ ꢊꢂꢃꢄꢀ, 
with “disagree” corresponding to 0 and 
“agree” corresponding to 100 percent, to 
make comparisons easier.) 

This year 2,304 executives from 34 European 
countries responded to the online survey, 
which was conducted from February through 
April 2013. (See Exhibit 2.) The respondents 
included primarily HR executives (87 per-
cent of the sample), with the remainder 
ꢂꢅmprꢁꢊꢁꢈg ꢈꢅꢈ-HR ꢀxꢀꢂuꢇꢁvꢀꢊ. Rꢀꢊpꢅꢈꢊꢀꢊ 
came from a broad range of industries: the 
largest number of responses came from ser-
vices, the public sector, industrials, and con-
sumer goods.

50–99
100 or more

Fewer than 10

20–49
10–19

Italy  88

Spain  65

Germany  133

Portugal  82

Finland  42

France  152

Netherlands  38

Sweden 49

Turkey  26Switzerland  140

Malta  57

Russia  585

Estonia  14
Latvia  2

Ukraine  40

Romania  60

Bulgaria  34

Norway 59

Slovenia  34

Belgium  64

United Kingdom  142
Ireland  56

Austria  35 Greece  67

Denmark 39

Cyprus  7

Czech Republic  11

Hungary  10

Poland  3

Slovakia  14

Luxembourg  2

Serbia  2

Croatia  23
Macedonia  33

Sample Size:
2,304

Source: 2013 BCG/EAPM proprietary Web survey and analysis.
Note: ꢊf the total, 74 respondents did not specify a country, and 22 respondents indicated that they work primarily outside of ꢀurope.

Exhibit 2 | Survey Resulꢀs Include Responses from More Tꢂan ꢐ,ꢑꢑꢑ Eꢏecuꢀꢁves 
Across ꢓꢔ European Counꢀrꢁes
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APPꢁꢄꢈꢃX ꢃꢃ
ꢂxꢂCUTꢀvꢂ ꢀꢁTꢂRvꢀꢂWꢂꢂꢃ

The authors would like to thank the following 
executives for their valuable contributions in 
discussing the findings of this report. (This 
list includes only those who have agreed to 
make their names public.)

Belgꢁum
Vinciane Verbiest
Group Head Human Resources
MasterCard Europe

France 
Ivana Bonnet
Human Resources Director
Crédit Agricole CIB

Edouard-Malo Henry
Head of Group HR
Société Générale

Jean-Claude Le Grand
Director of International HR Development
L’Oréal

Germany 
Milagros Caiña-Andree
Member of the Board of Management of BMW 
Human Resources and Labour Relations 
BMW

Kathrin Menges 
Executive Vice President  
Human Resources
Henkel

Elke Strathmann
Member of the Executive Board, Human Resources  
Director of Labor Relations
Continental

Uwe Tigges 
Chief Human Resources Officer and  
Member of the Management Board
RWE

Bettina Volkens
Member of the Executive Board  
Chief Officer Corporate Human Resources and 
Legal Affairs 
Dꢀuꢇꢊꢂꢆꢀ Luꢌꢆꢃꢈꢊꢃ

Thomas Wessel
Member of the Management Board
Chief Human Resources Officer
Evonik Industries

Greece 
Anastasia Amvrosiadou
Human Resources & Public Relations Manager 
Southern Europe
S&B Industrial Minerals

Vassilis Gavroglou
Executive Advisor to the CEO
National Bank of Greece

Elena Papadopoulou
Chief Human Resources Officer
OTE Group
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Vassilis Stavrou
Executive Vice President  
Human Resources, Organization Development,  
and Sustainability
Delhaize Europe

Iꢀaly
Paolo Cornetta
Group Head of HR
UniCredit

Alessandro Grimaldi
HR Manager Europe
Mediterranean Shipping Company

Roberto Maglione
Executive Vice President  
Human Resources 
Finmeccanica

Gianfilippo Pandolfini
Chief Operating Officer 
Banca Nazionale del Lavoro

Giacomo Piantoni
Human Resources Head 
Nestlé Italia

Fabrizio Rutschmann
Human Resources and Organisation Director 
Prysmian

Toni Volpe
Senior Vice President, HR Planning,  
Development and Enel University
Enel 

Norway 
Håkan Hallén 
Chief Human Resource Officer
Yara

Vuokko Hassel
HR Director
Coop Norge

Kjetil Kristiansen
Head of HR
Aker ASA

Russꢁa 
Albina Nash
Senior HR Director
PepsiCo Russia

Olga Kruzhkova
Head of Organization Development
Rosatom

Andrey Zhvakin
Member of the Management Board and 
Managing Director, Organizational Development
Sibur

Spaꢁn 
Xavier Coll
HR Director
La Caixa 

Fernando Diaz
Strategy, Transformation and Control HR Director
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria

Lope de Hoces
HR Director
Endesa Gas T&D

Juan Majada
HR Director
Red Eléctrica de España

Teresa Manobens
Talent Management and  
Corporate University Director
Gas Natural Fenosa

Jose Antonio Molleda
Group Chief Executive Officer of Strategy and  
Corporate Resources
Multiasistencia

Marta Panzano
HR Director
Orange Spain

Unꢁꢀed Kꢁngdom 
Hugo Bague
Group Executive  
Organisational Resources 
Rio Tinto

Andy Doyle
Group HR Director
ITV

Gavin Howe
Executive Vice President  
Human Resources 
Elsevier
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APPꢁꢄꢈꢃX ꢃꢃꢃ
ꢃUPPORTꢀꢁG ORGaꢁꢀZaTꢀOꢁꢃ

This report would not have been possible 
without the support of the following member 
organizations of EAPM, which helped with 
the preparation, distribution, and collection 
of the online survey.

Öꢊꢇꢀrrꢀꢁꢂꢆꢁꢊꢂꢆꢀꢊ Prꢅdukꢇꢁvꢁꢇäꢇꢊ- uꢈd 
Wꢁrꢇꢊꢂꢆꢃꢉꢇꢄꢁꢂꢆkꢀꢁꢇꢊ-Zꢀꢈꢇrum (ÖPWZ), Auꢊꢇrꢁꢃ

Personnel Managers Club (PM Club), Belgium

Bulgarian Human Resources and Develop-
ment Association (BHRMDA), Bulgaria

Cyprus Human Resource Management Asso-
ciation (CyHRMA), Cyprus

People Management Forum (PMF), 
Czech Republic

The Association of Human Resource Manag-
ers in Denmark (PID), Denmark

Estonian Association for Personnel Develop-
ment (PARE), Estonia

Finnish Association for Human Resource 
Management (HENRY), Finland

Association Nationale des Ressources Hu-
maines (ANDRH), France

Dꢀuꢇꢊꢂꢆꢀ Gꢀꢊꢀꢄꢄꢊꢂꢆꢃꢉꢇ ꢉür Pꢀrꢊꢅꢈꢃꢄꢉüꢆruꢈg 
e.V. (DGFP), Germany

Greek People Management Association 
(GPMA), Greece

Hungarian Association for Human Resources 
Management (OHE), Hungary

Chartered Institute of Personnel and Devel-
opment (CIPD), Ireland

Associazione Italiana per la Direzione del 
Personale (AIDP), Italy

Latvian Association for Personnel Manage-
ment (LAPM), Latvia

Macedonian HR Association (MHRA),  
Macedonia

Foundation for Human Resources Develop-
ment (FHRD), Malta

Nederlandse Vereniging voor Personeelsman-
agement & Organisatieontwikkeling (NVP), 
Netherlands

HR Norge, Norway

Associação Portuguesa dos Gestores e Técni-
cos dos Recursos Humanos (AGP), Portugal

HR Management Club, Romania 

National Personnel Managers’ Union 
(ARMC), Russia
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Slovak Association for Human Resources 
Management and Development (ZRRLZ), 
Slovakia

Slovenian HR Association (SHRA), Slovenia

Asociación Española de Dirección y Desarrol-
lo de Personas (AEDIPE), Spain

Sveriges HR Förening, Sweden

HR Swꢁꢊꢊ - Sꢂꢆwꢀꢁzꢀrꢁꢊꢂꢆꢀ Gꢀꢊꢀꢄꢄꢊꢂꢆꢃꢉꢇ ꢉür 
Human Resources Management, Switzerland

İꢈꢊꢃꢈ Yöꢈꢀꢇꢁmꢁ Dꢀrꢈꢀğꢁ (PERYÖN), Turkꢀy

Chartered Institute of Personnel and Devel-
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